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WORK TO BEGIN AT ONCE

H. H. Brown, construction fore- I
man for the H. P. Cummings Con
struction Co. of Winthrop arrived
in the city Saturday ar.d awaits
Brunswick and Topsham carried i the coming of reinforcing steel beoff top honors in the hand'.ub com- 1 fore beginning the erection of a
petition Saturday afternoon as i nfW Masonic Temde
s
»-

occupying a portion of The Thorn
dike Hotel block.
The contractors have until Jan.
1st for the completion of the build
ing.
Speculation as to what disposition
would be made of the existing walls
was settled yesterday with the an
nouncement of J. E. Stevens that
the front wall will be torn down,
together with a portion of the
rear wall. The other walls will
be rebuilt.
The sidewalk ln front of the
building will be blocked off until
the contractors have completed
their work.

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Editor, WM. O. FULLER
Associate Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
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cents.
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The Rockland Gazette was established ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established ln 1855 and ln 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

The Augusta Mess

,4 SPEEDY BREEZE

And Brother if you

think they’re popular

here in the store...
Wait until you get these Swim
Suits out on a warm beach. That’s

where they do their real job of

dazzling.
We never sold such colorful suits
and we've never seen men have
such a good time buying bathing

attire.

Swim Suits for men are as gay as
A good way tn start your vacation (or end it). Every day in
both directions between Maine and New York, Newark, Trenton,
Philadelphia. Chester, Wilmington, Baltimore, and Washington.
Sightseeing in reclining chairs (all reserved) through broad vis
ioned windows: enjoying the tempting low-priced food in the Grill
Car: Radio; Free Newspapers and Maga
zines; Tavern Lounge Car; Soda Fountain;
all these and other conveniences make
“The East Wind” your Club on Wheels.
BEST OF ALL, FARE ONLY 2c PER MILE
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those advertised for women . ..

$1.00 to $4.00
TWO-PIECE SUIT
with zipper—all wanted colors

$4.00
Every young lady knows the name

of the most popular Swim Suit.
We are closing them out at great
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MAINE CENTRAL R.R,

ly reduced prices.

GREGORYS
TEL. 284
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

Tuesday
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Volume 95............ Number 88.

THE PUBLIC IS INVITED TO ATTEND

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

the Maine State Hand Engine Proceed very rapidly, for the first
League.
! story of the proposed structure must
With a play of 229 feet 2 inches
ready Nov 1st for occupancy
the Niagara of Brunswick took first .
honors and the $100 prize in the, by the Central Maln* Power C°
first class while in the second class I which was a tenant of the dethe Androscoggin of Topsham, last i stroyed Temple, and is temporarily
tub in tlie cla's to play, squirted
..............
a stream 201 feet 11'4 inches to n
..
zx
• l
beat out the Hallowell Tiger which
was leading until then.
&
Fourteen handtubs from allj
parts cf the State took part ln the 1
Rockport Ready For
Code Investigating Com
muster while ethers marched tn the 1
Annual
Sportsfest
—
mittee Calls Names In a
morning parade but did not enter!
Gift House Award
competiticn. Some Strawn by hand
Scathing Report
others towed behlndTrucks, tlie old!
-------fire fighting equipment made a j The Rockport Regatta-Sports(Press Herald*
contrast with the modem apparatus ' men's Show Committee has come
A smashing report condemning
sent by surrounding towns and j forth with another grand award,
cities to the lengthy parade.
j a gift cottage and lot situated 700 State governmental practices inThe prize of $25 given for the de- feet off U. S. Highway No. 1 in | volving Gov. Lewis O. Barrows,
partment traveling the longest dis-' Wildwood Park, Rockport. It is members of the Executive Council,
tance to attend $e nmster went to located on a high ledge with a, _ .
.
Burtis F Fowler
Berwick while Gardlnbr took away ! sweeping panoramic view of Penob- [
"
the $25 for the best appearing com- i scot Bay From the front door one i of the State Police. Attorney Genpany in the parade.
i enters the spacious living room eral Franz U. Burkett, Secretary
The placlngs of the other tubs 1 with a fireplace and dining nook, j Of state Frederick Robie and others
behind the leaders and their dis- I A kitchen bedroom andItoiletroom I
toent in offlcial and quasl
Uikes follow: First class. Triumph 1 complete the house The best of official clrelM
circles was
was uld
laid before th(
the
of Berwick. 213 feet. 75. Inches; materials were used in its con- Maine Legislature Monday by a
Vixen of Berwick, 196 feet. 10% | struction. Electric lights are in- special investigating committee.
Inches: Senator Baxter of Bath. stalled. It is open for exhibition
The committee, in its partial re
186 feet. 6', inches; Oeneral Berry from June 15 to Aug. 10. This port. suggested that grand jury
of Rockland. 184 feet, 84 Inches; award will be made Aug. 10.
consideration be given in Andros
Chief Scout Executive Herbert L coggin County to irregularities
Besse of Waldoboro, 183 feet, 814
inches; Sagadahoc of Bath, 164 feet. Patrick of the Pine Tree Council, charged against former Sergt.
4'i inches; Torrent of Rangeley. has again accepted the invitation George O'Donnell of the State Po
161 feet. 5 inches
to have the Boy Scouts for the Re lice, officer in charge of the Au
In the second class came the Hal gatta. A new attraction this year burn Auto Registry in 1938 when
lowell Tiger, 196 feet. 7 inches; will be the “Flag Raising Cere $35,000 myisteriously disappeared.
Hecla of Randolph, 182 feet, 714 mony" conducted by the Boy Scouts The irregularities alleged preceded
inches; Niagara of Saco, 178 feet, from Camp William Hinds, under the disappearance of the money
94 inches; Nile of Bath, 163 feet, the direction of Willis J. FurtwengAlso recommended for grand jury
64 inches and the B E. Smith No. ler, Scout Executive of the Abnaki consideration by the committee re
4 of Gardiner. 146 feet. 8', inches. District. This will officially open port were the facts surrounding a
Rockland was represented by its the Regatta at 1.30 p. m. Aug. 7.
shortage of more than 2500 gallon.',
handtub. the Gen. Berry; a delega
Senators Wallace White Jr., and of State-owned gasoline charged
tion from the Sons of the Ameri Frederick Hale and Rep. Mrs. Mar against the State Bureau of Motor
can Legion Drum Corps. Capt. Gray garet Chase Smith have been noti Vehicles, until recently headed by
and Percy Dinsmore of tlie Central fied by the Navy Department in B. West Ledis of Boothbay Harbor.
Fire Station, and many volunteers. Washington. D. C., that the Des The committee reported that Lewis
troyer U. S. S. Fox will be stationed resigned for reasons of "economy"
HE MAY COME HERE
in Rockport Harbor for the four the day before he was slated to ap
days of the Regatta. Suitable pear before it.
The committee
Business Houses Should Be
Coast Guard Boats to care for the added that testimony before it in
On Watch for Alleged "Paper
large concentration of yachts will dicated that Lewis, a roommate at
Salesman"
| also be assigned for these four the University of Maine of Govern
.........
days.
or
Barrows,
was
appointed
A letter from a police official from 1 Perry Greene, World Champion supervisor of motor vehicles by
another State has been received , Wood Chopper and Master of Cere- the Governor despite protest by
here at police headquarters giving monies of the Sportsmen's Hour William 8. Owen, then State
warning about an alleged swindle has been successful in getting two Finance Commissioner and Pur
which 1s being perpetrated in other log rolling girls from Wisconsin. chasing Agent, that there was no
cities and which may reach Rock They are Miss Marietta Phipps and need for filling the post, which
Mtss Arbutus Wilson, who will give had been vacant for some time.
land.
It is stated that people in Saco, exhibitions of their skill in log
Attorney General Franz U Bur
as well as in New Hampshire and rolling every afternoon and eve kett's connection witli the Brook
Vermont have been victimized ning. These girls have appeared in lawn Memorial Park Cemetery in
The notice stated that a man all the leading Sportsmen's Shows Portland, of wliich he is a director,
about 60 years of age. of stocky in the country, but this will be their warrants "a further and thorough
build, about 5 feet 8 inches tali, first visit to Maine.
investigation," the committee re
with gray hair and perhaps a small
i-----------------------ported after revealing that Burkett
gray mustache is operating gen ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED
had been questioned by them. The
erally calling on dress shops or
Mr and Mrs. Aaron Wall of Ar report also termed an “illegal ex
tailors to sell waxed paper for lington. Mass., announce the en penditure of public funds” money
pressing clothes of a special pro gagement of their daughter.. Miss paid under approval of the Gover
cess, selhng direct or placing Norma Lee Wall, to Howard A Lo nor and Council to Burkett for ex
agencies. The paper proves to be well. son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry penses of the Attorney General’s
ordinary wax paper, it is said. The B, Lowell of Port Clyde
wife in accompanying him to an
man has represented himself to be
Attorney Generals' Conference last
a representative of a well known
Elm street UBiversslift Church, year or. the Pacific Coast. The item
concern making tags and manyAuburn, will be host to the Uni- was questioned by State Auditor
paper products.
Hayford, since resigned at the de
Anyone who has a call from a versalist State Convention Sept. mand of Gov. Barrows on charges
person so described and on such 16-18. Early in August the complete of inefficiency. The committee ex
an errand is asked to communi list of speakers and leaders for the pressed belief that the money
.
. , .,
.
cate with the police for an inves two day program will be announced. ....
Committee heads will attempt to
* relurn«i
su,r
tigation.
—
At one city it is said the man bring as feature lecturers two of----- ------gave a street address which does the country's outstanding Univer
salist churchmen.
not exist.

Kegatta-LamiVal
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KNOX BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION

[EDITORIAL]

“The Black Cat”

i«n

REASON’S FOR MISGIVINGS

By The Roving Reporter

Press correspondents, pretty generally, throughout the
United States, say that the delegates to the Democratic Na- •
tional Convention went back home with serious misgivings
as to the outcome of the November election. Joseph Driscoll,
veteran writer for the Herald Tribune, declares that “there
are a number of reasons for these misgivings which are
already placing the stamp of defeatism upon the Democratic
campaign.” And he names seven reasons, which are here
briefly summarized;
1. The third term tradition. No American President has
ever been elected for a third term.
2. Dissension over the steam roller policy tactics, em
ployed to kill off James A. Farley and other candidates.
3. Frustrated ambitions. Roosevelt was expected to step
down and designate some heir-apparent.
4. The unpopularity of the Democratic vice presidential
candidate, Henry G. Wallace, with party workers.
5. The quality of the “draft Roosevelt” movement. Roose
velt had permitted caller after caller, month after month, to
boost him for a third term.
6. The Democratic convention was bossed from beginning
to end by the man in the White House.
7. Religious and sectional resentments. Friends of Jim
Farley feel, rightly or wrongly, that President Roosevelt turned
thumbs down on him because his Catholicism was rated a
political handicap.
A CANADIAN’S VIEW

“War before Christmas if Roosevelt ls re-elected,” is the
prophecy made by G. Howard Ferguson, former Premier of
Ontario, and former Canadian High Commissioner at London.
The United Press quotes Ferguson as saying that all that is
required to lead the United States into war was "a little
leadership in the right direction by some outstanding man
like Roosevelt.” We are loath to believe that the Chief Ex
ecutive would make any deliberate move to such an end, but
one can never tell what construction Hitler and Mussolini
might place on the Administration’s attitude. Roosevelt has
repeatedly declared that peace ts this country’s aim and we can
do little else than believe he is sincere.

A cordial invitation is extended to the public. Summer visi
tors as well as home folks, to visit Montpelier in Thomaston,

Shrieking dtaphones are barred
in Quebec, even on ambulances and
fire trucks. This is not due to
“frayed nerves" but for fear that
the sounds might be confused withair raid alarm sirens to be installed
in various parts of the city. Can
ada is not going to take any
chances.

Thursday. July 25, and help celebrate the birthday anniversary
of General Knox.

The mansion will be open to the public from 10.00 A. M. to

6.00 P. M. At 2.00 o'clock in the Oval Room there will be pre
sented a General Knox program by Ihe children of the American
Revolution, directed by Miss Carmeta Appleby, State President,
U.A.R.

Colonial Costumes.

Sandwiches, cake, ice cream and soft drinks will be available

all day.
The decorations will be in rharge of the Garden Clubs of

Thomaston, Camden, Rockport and Rockland.

styled costumes of red and white
satin, as assistant marshals. Color
bearers from Winslow-Holbrook
Post, Rockland, were followed by
An Immense Crowd
the Rockland City Band and other
members of the Legion Post.
Witnesses Thomaston’s
Some of the other floats entered
Annual Prize Event
in the parade were those of WeyThe highlight of thc Thomaston Xtjelie^ohn Mwhan 2’X

The Legion Parade

I have done little or no "station
hunting" on the radio ln the past
two years, but occasionally I hear
the announcement of one which
was not on my list, which, if I re
member rightly, numbered about
370.
Saturday night I heard
W. L. JC. O., of Albany, N. Y. It ta
on 143 K. C.
Contrary to general belief a high
hat is not high. The average opera
or folding silk hat has a 5% inch
crown, 4-inch lower than the
average felt snap brim hat. The
opera hat has a 54 inch crown, 4
inch higher than the average felt
snap brim. Height in silk hats
varies slightly with the size. In
the opera hat up to size 74, the
crown is 54 inches. Over 74, the
crown is 54 inches. Now that
these fractions have all been con
sidered. I would be interested to
know how many silk hats are
owned in Rockland; certainly few
are worn. A former mayor, long
deceased, wore one consistently.

Legion Pair, its parade, was wit-. Oranlte Co _ 0{ Clark Island. Wheelnessed by an estimated crowd of barrow Farm. Mrs. Oertrude Hup8000 persons Friday night. W. B D.jper Tenant>s Harbor, a plcaninny
Gray and F L. S Morsc comprised : {loat Amerlcan Red
Car
the committee in charge of the pa- I united States Recruiting Service
rade and their tireless efforts to1 Qar junior drum and bugle corps
produce a bigger and better parade from Winslow-Holbrook Post, an
than ever this year were well re International truck driven by Gorwarded. The judges were faced with ron Crie, blindfolded, a group ol
difficult task in choosing winners of riders from Hillcrest Riding Acad
The Georges River Road corre
the cash priaes, but finally arrived emy and the Thomaston Fire De
at these decisions: Decorative floats, partment.
spondent
sends me this one:
MAINE NOT A DESERT
first prize, the Lawrence Portland
“As she was crossing the road
The parade disbanded at the fair
Cement Plant float, “God Bless ground where lt was reviewed by
In these vacation days a banner bearing the inscription,
America." This was a beautifully Major Charles D. Bartlett of the the other morning, a mother of
“Desert of Maine," appears on many motor vehicles. This
simple float decorated in patriotic Adjutant-General's office, repre six fell flat on her back. Her com
refers to an increasing area of drifting sand located in the
celors with white predominating, senting Oov. Lewis O. Barrcws panions kept on going, paying no
town of Freeport. It is an interesting spot and attracts many,
and bearing in the center a replica Paul J. Julien, Department Com attention. Fortunately no cars
especially out-of-6tate tourists There is some danger that
of the Statue of Liberty.
mander of the Legion. Senator H. were passing. "She" was a cow
when the motor vehicles bearing this emblem return to their
Second prize was awarded the Chesterfield Marden ot Waterville,
home States it may be thought to signify the Pine Tree State
float depicting the popular new and Senator Albert B Elliot of being chased by a dog.”
as a whole. In fact, with its sea-coast, mountains, hills and
best-seller, “Come Spring." by Ben Thomaston These guests were in
valleys, it is, as a whole, a very attractive State. Summer
"The Lass Tliat Loved a Sailor,"
Ames Williams. (Incidentally, Mr. troduced by Senator Elllot, and
visitors are coming in increasing numbers and many are
and Mrs. Williams were among spoke briefly. Distinguished guests better known as Gilbert & Sulli
establishing permanent homes. It is a desirable State for
those who saw the parade, viewing were entertained at dinner at Web van's “H M.8. Pinafore”, has been
year-around residence. Rarely is the heat of summer or the
it from the piazza of Mr and Mrs. ber's Inn.—By Shirley T. Williams.
presented tn Rockland several
cold of winter excessive. Maine is noted ior its temperate
W B. D. Gray's home). Mrs. C. S.
times. A handbill which has been
atmosphere. Maine invites you and will do its best to make
Hawes of Union had superintended
your stay pleasant. It ls not a “desert."—Lewiston Journal.
submitted to me indicated the fol
the making of this float and the
scene was characters from the book,
lowing cast: Charles A. Rose, Jo
appropriately costumed ln keeping
WILLKIE AHEAD IN NEW YORK
seph Brown, Edward R. Veazie,
with the times.
Ridge Church Is Rapidly George F. Dickinson, Ross McKin
Another best seller, John Stein
The accuracy with which the Gallup poll has hit the nail
Assuming Formney, Avard Richan, Miss Marie
beck’s "Grapes of Wrath,’ was the
on the head lends significance to the latest survey which
Loring, Miss Lillian Oay, Miss Net
Donations
Welcome
inspiration for the third prize win
shows Willkie to be leading Roosevelt 51 percent to 49 per
ner. The Joad Family and com
tie Bird, sailors, Anderson, Lamb,
cent in New York State, the electoral vote of which is so
Much favorable comment has Norcross, Healey, Frost, Tyrrell,
panions at the time of their emigra
necessary to the winner in the coming Presidential election.
tion to California were the charac been made on the picture of the
ters in this float which was a truck front of the new Ridge Church now Butler, Hardy, Cables, Leach, H.
Not a very wide margin to be sure, but when the tremendous
bearing
the lamily and their house building as lt appeared in the July Hall. A Hall, Rollins. First Lord’s
reaction from four years ago and eight years ago is noted, one
Sister, Cousins, and Aunts, Misses
hold belongings. While this could 9 issue.
cannot fail to see the trend of the times. When the March
hardly be called "decorative.” it
The construction work is pro Tuttle, Rose, Poss, Sullivan, Webb,
survey was made 53 percent favored the Democratic candidate
was most certainly descriptive, and ceeding well and has reached the Fifield, Hayden, Sawyer, Aylward,
the characters easily recognizable. point of the ceiling timbers. From
and 49 percent the Republican. President Roosevelt has
Miss Kay Turner was in charge of now on until completion of outside Morris, Gonla, Holbrook,
passed the peak; Willkie is nearing the summit. Such must
the workers who produced lt.
of the building, further progress
be a fair conclusion.
Because cleanliness and sanita
"Vacationland," a terrace scene, will be very evident day by day.
was the winner of the fourth place Interested persons wUl find it quite tion are a fetish with hotels, last
in this division. This was the worth their while to drive to the year they repapered 210,000,000
BRANN AND MORAN
entry of Miss Barbara Batchelder site on the Ridge to observe the square feet of wall space, and
The Lewiston Sun, which is generally pretty much on
of the Empress Beauty Salon and work.
furniture used in the scene was M^ny contributions have been re wrote checks ^or $3,800,000 worth
the inside of Maine political affairs, hears the rumor that
generously loaned for the occasion ceived ln varying amounts, eviden of paint and varnish. To say
Brann may withdraw as a Senatorial candidate and that
by Miss Sadie Marcus of the Ston cing a deep community interest ln nothing of the 1,200,000.000 cakes
Carl Moran, who had been hinted at as his successor, is in
ington Furniture Co., of Rockland. this rebuilding project. Additional of soap they provide annually for
line for appointment as postmaster at Rockland. We don’t
Prizes in the "horribles" division moneys are required and there is
guests.
were awarded the “Nit Wit Band,” opportunity for everybody to contri
profess to know Brann s plans, but we will be very much sur
bute
something,
whether
the
in
charge
of
Mrs.
Matic
Spaulding;
prised if the retiring U. S. Maritime Commissioner seeks or
Elbert Hubbard (Fra Elbertus)
a Cannibal led by an African hunt amount be large or small. It is
accepts the jdb up on Limerock street. Perhaps we shall get
er, Edwin Robinson of Tenant's anticipated that the names of con chief of the Roycroflers and editor
a more definite line when an acting postmaster is appointed.
Harbor and Russell Reynolds of St. tributors will be published later on of the Philistine and Little Jour
And that is coming soon.
George; “The Forty-Niner,” Ralph and also the total amount received neys, East Aurora, N. Y„ addressed
Paulsen with hls pony "Silver,” from contributions. Contributions
equipped as a pack mule; and may 'be sent to Miss Lena M. Har a representative audience in Watts
C. A. (Bert) Pease is down from
"Southern Blossoms," Maurice Bra ris, Treasurer, Tenants Harbor, Me. Hall, Thomaston, Jan. 13, 1909, un
In addition to general money con der the auspices of Gen. Knox
Cambridge, Mass., on a three weeks'
zier’s crowd of colored folk.
The novelty section prizes were tributions, this project affords an Chapter, D.AR. I am reminded of
A light haze held up the racing
vacation. He is employed as a sales
opportunity for specific contribu
man for the Capital Motor Oo. at activities Sunday, but clearing awarded the "Prairie Schooner," tions to particular parts of the lt by a pamphlet left by some friend
251 Prospect street.
late in the afternoon, brought good entered by Mrs. Laura Copeland of building. For instance, a donor may on my desk.
South Warren; the High Wheeled
drifting for the sailors. A disap Bike, ridden by Luke Davis of Rock contribute the cost of particular
King Tut-ankh-amen, the boy
pointed crowd that lined the pier land; and thc "Spinning Wheel windows, or of the chimney, or of
the shingles, or of thc painting, or Pharoah of Egypt whose mummy
to watch the race, found entertain Scene," with Mrs. John Tillson.
The children’s division was called of the weather-vane, or of the plas was disinterred ln 1922 from the
ment in watching the boats sail
“
Story
Book Land” and contained tering, or of the floorings, etc., etc., tomb where it had laid for thou
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
back and forth.
many
characters from Mother and the contribution will be devot
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
sands of years, along with many
Capt. Fred Haskell’s “Sea Bis Goose Rhymes and children's ed to the specified purpose.
It is anticipated that the outside other priceless archological finds,
cuit" is eagerly awaited by several stories. Of these, those chosen by
SHOW TIMER
boat owners, who are anxious to the Judges for prizes were: "The of the church and some inside work has gone back to his rest. Mrs.
Matinees Daily at 2.36
Sundays at 3
give a little competition.
Queen of Hearts," Gwendolyn will be completed by early Septem George Gibson, who returned to
Evenings at 7 & 9
Three barges are anchored in the Jackson, with Donna Edmands and ber or about then.
Minneapolis Thursday after 15
harbor, one of which is the ’Rock- John Gowell; “Little Red Riding
TUES.-WED., JULY 23-24
The Elks will dine tonight at 6.30 months In Egypt, reported that the
haven," formerly owned in Rock Hood." Jean Spear, with her “wolf"
before tackling their 689th regular
Egyptian government had reburied
and "Mickey and Minnie Mouse,'
“ONE MILLION, B. C.” land.
Mrs. Mary Perry Rich, accom Jackie Elliot aand Roberta Mayo. session.
King Tut ln his three coffins, the
panied by her son and grandson of
featuring
Prizes for the most attractive
innermost of which ls pure gold,
Detroit, joined the ranks of yachtLON CHANEY, JR.
YOUR
FAVORITE
POEM
doll carriages and their little own
! ing enthusiasts Saturday.
CAROL LANDIS
to shield the mummy from the
ers
went
to
Donna
Rogers,
daugh

VICTOR MATURE I A newcomer is "Snow-Plow” ter of Mr. and Mrs. George Rogers If I hnd my life to live again 3 perils of warfare. "No one,” said
would have made a rule to read some
owned by an Owls Head Summer
It is easily as amazing and resident. It of the black cat class of South Warren, with a color poetry and listen to some music at Mrs. Gibson, wife of a geologist for
least once a week Tin- l<«s of these
scheme
of
orange;
Alfreda
Perry,
imaginative as “King Kong” or
and has plenty of speed.
taetea la a loss of happiness.—Charlea an oil company, "knows where Ute
"The Lost World,” and should
Crews of several boats anchored daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Laurence Darwin
body has been taken. It Is gone
Perry
of
Rockland,
a
little
oldprove (here ten words were cen in Deep Cove were seen enjoying
PRAYER
from the Cairo Museum, that is
fashioned lady; and Vivian Robin
sored) .
lunch on the raft.
me not to say, "She should" definite.”
That additional float on the south son, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ood. teach
or "should not" do something:
ern side of the landing is getting Ernest Robinson of Thomaston, How can I know the whole of
THURS.-FRI., JULY 25-26
One year ago: The Medomak Na
plenty of use, proving its necessity. whose carriage and costume were Some one else's sorrowing?
JEANETTE MacDONALD
And seeing only part of It,
Numerous porpoises have been blue.
tional Bank of Waldoboro, organ
NELSON EDDY
The Judges were Miss Hortense How can I be the judge—
seen, a sure sign that mackerel or
ized in 1865, was sold to the De
Bent, perhaps, by some one else
in
herring are about to make an ap Bohndell of Rockport, Mrs. W. W. Who holds a petty grudge?
positors Trust Company of Au
Knights
of
Rockport,
Mrs.
Edgar
pearance in the harbor. Several
“NEW MOON”
teach me not to listen to
gusta.—Arthur Taylor was admit
Bosworth of Holyoke. Mass., and Ood,
seals have also been noted
"They say" and "I have heard"—
the Rev. Dr. A. P. Pratt of Spring- Let me not injure any one
ted to membership in the Rotary
By Idly spoken word.
Coming: “Our Town,” “All This
A representative of the Augusta, field, Mass.
Club—Mrs. Redington R. Morton
and Heaven, Too,” “Brother Or
The
parade
was
marshaled
by
Ood, teach me blamelessly to Jive.
Maine Field Office of the Social
died
in Friendship, aged 75.—The
Anti
generously,
too
—
chid,” “Maryland,” “Pride and
Security Board will be at the Deputy Oscar E. Wishman, with Mrs. In And help me always to be fair.
bounty on seals. $1 per nose, went
Prejudice.”
Collector's office, Rockland, July grid Nelson and Miss Barbara And tolerant, and true
into effect.
Batchelder in colorful rpllitary
81, hours 1130 a. m -3 p. m.
—Nancy Richey Rincon

Timbers Are Up

Waterfront Ripples

WALDO THEATRE

Every-Other-Day
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SOFTBALL

THREE-TIMES-A-WEM

A sword is upon the liars; and
they shall dote; a sword is upon
her mighty men; and they shall be
dismayed.—Jeremiah 50: 36.

By MOSHER

Book Review
Small Potatoes. Author Emily
Muir. Publishers, Charles Scrib
ner's Sons. Spring 1940.
League Standing
The naive charm of this story of
PC.
I,.
W
.917
1
11
a coast of Maine boy's life is beyond Amoco .......
683
5
Texaco ............... 7
description. It simply glows with Indies ................. 8
.571
6
the dreamy experiences of the boy Elks ...................... 7
.500
7
.500
C
whose lonely heart was always A. dt P.................. 6
a
429
reaching for love and a compan Perry's Markets 6
.357
9
ionship that he had to find mostly Snow's Shipyard 5
.214
11
Van Baalen ......... 3
from personal experiences. Emily
Tonight—Van Baalen vs. Amoco.
Muir knows life, knows beauty of I Wednesday — Indies vs. Perry's
nature, knows childish longings and Markets.
Thursday—Elks vs. A. & P
knows how to express them. OrandFriday—Snow's vs. Texaco.
pa and the uncles, are a delight all
• • • •
the way through, as well as Ero the Leading Batters
lrlend of Nate.
(Eight or more games)
games ab r bh ave.
This young man of Finnish fam
ily was of a high order of mind and W. Connon. Perry's, 10 3614 20 .556
F. Wink, Amoco. 12 4420 22 500
thought . He contributes much to ; H. Glover. Elks.
15 49 16 24 490
the strengthening of Nathan’s Gowell. Texaco.
8 27 9 13 481
11 3410 16 474
character. Nate’s family, a wid ! Murgita, V. B.
12 3817 17 447
owed mother who keeps house for j Lord. Amoco.
10 2517 11 440
Grandpa and Nate's three more than Valenta. Amoco.
j Cuccinello, A. & P.. 12 3712 16 .433
likable uncles—each with distinct | Bisbee. Amoco.
11 3712 16 433
qualities that keep one smiling—and ! Welch. Amoco.
10 3716 16 433
Grandpa whose language belies his N Connon. Indies. 13 4217 18 429
(Continued on Page Five)
great faith in the absolute God
Head and whose temper is far from
mild. This family shares a farm of moon ls shining over our house too
200 acres that touches tire rugged and that took away his loneliness
coast ol Maine very near Stonington Rockland, Camden and all nearby
on the shore of lovely Penobscot Bay. points are every day ln the lives of
The story is authentic with the these people pictured here
If you want a delightful afternoon
real life of the fishing coast, and is
another of tlie delightful stories that or evening, get away from the world
paint the genuine and honest poise and read tills story "Small Potatoes"
of the unlettered who dwell in these that Emily has so refreshingly
parts. Your heart is lost to this given us. The illustrations by the
dreamy lad from the start. His first author who is a real artist, are de
visit overnight away from his home licious, and fill the picture, ln one's
—lonesome—but he saw the moon mind to overflowing delight.
K S F.
shining, and he said why that old

LEAGUE

Gahan. ot ........... 4110
and it was upon motion of the new
Cuccinello. 2b...... 2 0 11
executive that Commander C. F
Hodgkin. 2b ........ 2 0 10
Snow was made honorary president.
Creamer, rf ........ 10 0 0
Upon motion of Charles A Rose
Breakwater
Indians
Out

President Bunton was authorized to
39 3 10 20 27 1
make up a list of the other officers.
classed By the Aborigine.;
Present on this happy occasion
Belfast Red Men
From
Belfast
were:
ab r bh a po s
Capt. and Mrs. C. F Snow, Rock I Samoset Indians lost Sunday ta Smith, If ......
0 2 0
land; Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Veazie, ■ Belfast Red Men 6 to 3. Wile.',
Morrison, 2b
0 2 1 1
Rockland; Mr and Mrs. Arthur G. i the leading hitter, getting three for Dorr, cf ........
2 0 2
Burtnett, Boston; Mrs. Herman ' four. Darr of Belfast was close be- Cilley, rf .....
1 0 0
Dean, Arlington; Miss Peggy Bun 1 hind with a home run and a triple Robinson, lb
1 0 11
ton. Quincy; Andy Bunton. Quincy; Gardner pitched a good game for Fletcher. 3b .
2 2 0
Mr. and Mrs Herbert R. Mullen. I the hotel team.
0 1 2
McGuire, ss .
Rockland; Mr. and Mrs Charles A.
1 1 0 9
Next Sunday tlie Samoset plays Stables, c ....
Rose. Rockland; Mr. and Mrs. Har i Thomaston.
W. bber, p ...
0 0 12
old A. Carman. Boston; Mr. and
The score:
Mrs. Ralph E. Rackliffe. South Samoset Indians
36 6 8 17 27 4
Thomaston; Mr and Mr. Michael J.
nb r bh a po e Samoset ....... 0000101 1 0—3
Sullivan. Boston; Lionel C. Wilson, Dalay. ss ......
1 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 0—6
1
1 1 Belfast
Thomaston.
3b ...
0 1 1 0 I Two base hits, Hodgkins, Smith,
Mrs Jimmy Mulvaney and Arthur Foote, c ........
1 1 5 0 ' Stab’.cs. Three-base hit. Dorr. Home
Mulvanev. Bayside; Abe Miller, Bos Wiley, lb ......
3 1 15 0 run, Dorr. Struck out, by Gardner
1 0 3 0 ' 4. by Webber 9. Base on balls, off
It was in this building, now occupied on the ground floor by the M. & G. Sportswear factory, and by the ton; John Mahoney, Boston; Mr Watt, M ... .
0 0 1 0 Gardner 1, off Webber 1. Umpire,
Ocean View Skating Rink on the upper floor, that th? Naval Reserve Force was quartered in 1917-18. Great and Mrs. Ed. Harrison, Boston; Carl Simmons, rf ..
O Nelson. Rockland; Earl Alden. Gardner, p
1 12 1 0, Belanger. Scorer, M. Foote.
days were those on the "Ship.''
Rockland: Sara Linnell. Rockland;
Daniel
J.
Donovan,
Boston.
The management of the hotel set vend criticism, and Proprietor NaThe reunion of the Rockland
Dr. D. J. Fitzgerald. Boothbay
Canoe Club, held in this city Sat forth a full-course shore dinner, as | than Berlia wsky was consequently
Harbor; Mr. and Mrs. David L. Mc
on tap for anything that might be Carty, Rockland; Dr. and Mrs. Rob
urday. brought together a fine group
I needed.
of citizens who were familiar on
ert C. Hannigan. Amesbury, Mass ,
Music was furnished by Hal’s Charles W Schaller. Rockland; Miss
Rockland streets 22 years ago when
Rhythmaires. with due recognition Lucy Ball. Rockland; Jerry Kearns.
they were wearing the uniforms of
of those selections which were so Fairhaven, Mass.; Miss Elizabeth
the Naval Reserve Force Tlie re
popular during tlie World War.
Hannigan. Aanesbury, Mass.; Albert
union had its climax with the eve
| Lieut. Mullen read a necrology re- j W. McCarty, Rockland.
ning banquet at tlie New Thorndike
I port—a partial list ot the honored J Foster Jameson, Waldoboro; Mr.
Hotel, when a permanent organiza
dead, so far as known to the com and Mrs. Almond Hall, St. George;
tion was formed, with Andy Bunton
mittee. It included the names of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Levensaler.
of Quincy. Mass., as its president,
Alan Kidd, Clif Braiser. Ralph At Newton, Mass.; Fred A. Maddocks.
and Commander Carleton F Snow,
kinson. Jack Hennessey. Charles Portlani; Harry S. Daw. Portland;
affectionately known as "The Old
8ullivan. Connie Fifleld. Earl Cates. Herbert J. McClure, Crlehaven;
Man" by virtue of his World War
Horace Lamb. William Knowlton, Robert Webster. C. Earle Ludwick.
office, was elected honorary presi
William Foley, Rocco Lucciano and and Prank A. Winslow, Rackland.
dent.
Cecil Wescott.
The choice of Andy Bunton was a
A special feature of the program COl’RIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
most fitting one. for it was Andy
In packages and tea-bags at your grocer's
was the appearance of Marion and
who instigated the recent reunion
WORK WONDERS
Bernadine,
professional
names
of
in Boston, and Andy who was tne
the Thorndike's tap room artists.
dominant factor in Saturday's suc
Marlon's vocal selections were en
cessful gathering.
cored with enthusiasm, and in Ber
The local committee comprised
nadine she had an efficient accom
Mayor Edward R Veazie, Lieut.
panist. Their varied program of
Herbert R Mullen, and Ensign C. A
popular selections included that Joy
Rose, and so well did they perform
ous naval retrain. "Anchors Aweigh"
their duties that there was not a
and concluded with that patriotic
dull moment after the members of
song now heard tn every corner of
the self-styled Rockland Canoe Club
made their appearance in the offing
Mayor Edward R. Veazie, who was the land, "God Bless America." Tlie
They had valued assistance from prominently identified with the parody on "School Days" made a
special hit.
Earl iJake) Alden and Call O. Nel Reserves.
Mayor Veazi? voiced the sentiment
son. Mayor Veazie acted as master
of ceremonies at the banquet, and
of all present when he said they
was
entirely
fitting
at
a
banquet
the post-prandial exercises never
were particularly glad to see Captain
for sailor fclks. The service was be- and Mrs. Snow, and "Pa” (H. J.)
lagged.
McClure.
Captain Snow, responding briefly,
expressed the opinion that the re
union was a fine gesture on the part
of the Cance Club for the renewal
of old-time friendships. He evoked

Samoset Team Lost

Rockland Canoe Club Revisits The “Ship”

Invigorating!

SALAM

R

ICED TEA

DOMINO

To The Public

CONFECTIONERY Sugar 2 W&

15c

THREE CROW

A CORDIAL INVITATION

2

MUSTARD

CANS

25c

THREE CROW-WHOLE MIXED

To Attend

SPICE

THE KNOX BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION
THURSDAY, JULY 25

STANDARD OIL CO.

I1 jJ//J/'jJ Jj

PAROWAX
GOOD LUCK

JAR RUBBERS
DOLE'S

PINEAPPLE JUICE 2 CANS 19c
Captain C. F. Snow: and were the
Canoe Club members (lad to see
"The Old Man."

The annual celebration of the birthday of General Henry
Knox will be held at Montpelier in Thomaston, Thursday,
July 25. The mansion will be open for public inspection from
10 A. M. to 6 P. M.

The day’s exercises will include—

9.30 A. M.
10.30 A. M.

Ceremonies at the grave.
Annual meeting Knox Memorial Association

2.00 P. M. Program in the Oval Room put on by the
Children of the American Revolution, directed by Miss Car
meta Appleby, State President C. A. R. Colonial costumes.
Sandwiches, cake, ice cream and soft drinks will be on sale
all day.

Decorations will be in charge of the Thomaston, Camden,
Rockport and Rockland Garden Clubs.

The Public is Cordially Invited.

/,

laughter when he told of meeting a
man on 42d street. New York, who
said: ''Captain. I have been waiting
20 years for a chance to tell you to
go to hell."
Needless to say that the stranger
was a former member of the Reserve
Force and that he was not serious.
"You boys have my affection and
retard, always, even if I do not re
member your names," said Captain
Snow.
“Pa" McClure, unmistakably pop
ular with the boys, got a good hand.
He disclaimed any ability as a speech
maker, but said that Captain Snow
had voiced his sentiments.
"We all remember when you could
make a speech." was Toastmaster
Veazie's comment.
; Dr. Robert C. Hannigan of Ames
bury, Mass., said the affection the
members of the Canoe Club had for
each other had been growing
stronger and stronger "Wouldn’t
it be a wonderful thing if men like
Andy Bunton could live forever?"
he asked.
Arthur G Burtnett of Boston, now
| chairman of the Massachusetts Al
coholic Commission. said the reunion
was one of the most pleasing experi
ences in 22 years. "What could be
finer than to come back here to the
city where we spent so many happy
days?" he asked. "We were then
young and full of ambition, and
lought a horrible war. I believe we
had the best crew and officers of any
station on the Atlantic Coast."
Rear Admiral John Nelson sent
greetings to the reunion, and letters
and telegrams from others expressed
regret at not being able to be
present.
Andy Bunton got an ovation when
he was introduced by the toast
master.
"Let the youth of today know
1 that you supported your country
I and flag," was his advice to the reunionists, “and don't allow the fifth
1 columnists to enter the United
States.” Andy is an important tac' tor in the great American Legion
I convention which is going to be held
! in Boston Sept 23-26, and unfolded
I many of the interesting details. He
I also urged a large attendance at the
J reunion of the Rockland Canoe
I Club which will be held at the Hotel
Kenmore in connection with the
convention. "It is up to you boys to
' liave these meetings continued," he
declared.
Mayor Veazie said that Andy had
I devoted practically all of his two
| weeks' vacation to making the Rock| land reunion a success.
Upon motion of Lieut. Mullen,
I Andy Bunton was elected president
1 of the organization by a rising vote,

KOOL-AID AFlavon
”““d

2 PKGS

9c

housewives take advantage of the
easy-to-prepare foods found at their
NATION WIDE FOOD STORE!

PKGS

GENERAL KNOX

RELISH SPREAD

2

!a°s

THREE CROW

19c

PURE

VANILLA

GENERAL KNOX
8 OZ
JARS

SALAD DRESSING

8OZ
BOT

19c

POMPEIAN OLIVE OIL

WX'

PURE

GEISHA TUNA 'i&V
STOKELY—Party

PEAS

20

NO 2
CAN

No 2 Sieve
Vary Small

25c

29c

21C

CAN

gw
|7C
’'AMtRICA'S HO, I All PuDPOSl CDACHIZ

STOKELY-Diced
NO 2
CANS

CARROTS

25<

. "

TREASURE
WAFERS

A HIGH-GRADE SUGAR WAFER

NATION-WIDE—RED BAG

COFFEE

Rich, Heavy Body—Serv* Hoi or Iced

STOKELY CRANBERRY SAUCE
STOKELY ORANGE JUICE

CRISCO

CLOROX

7^ 13c

California Orangei

1 LB CAN

It Bleach*!

21c

1 L9

PINT BOT

19c

13c

CANS

19c

3 LB CAN

51C

2

QUART BOT

23c

13 MULE TEAM

BORAX

1 LB PKG

15<

BORAXO

LIFEBUOY SOAP

4

RINSO
»

-

2

SMALL
PKGS

jR
17C

ft

2

CANS

29<

bars

25c

LARGE
PKGS

zig
4|C

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS
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Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN ;yy,»

LOST TO THE CHIEFS

Talk From Ship To Shore

Beauty in Brief...

Minus Three Stars the Pirates Hold
Vinalhaven Team To Close Score

^ani/y'^air

July 24 — Camden — Open Oardene
Day; tea at Bok Amphitheatre.
July 24 Port Clyde—Baptist Circle
Fair at Library.
I Coming Games
Alley, If ............. 3 0 0 2 0 0
July 24- Rockport —* Baptist Ladles'
Circle Fair on Church lawn.
Tonight—Rockland at Camden; Johnson, rf ........ 2 0 0 2 0 0
July 24-25—Annual meeting of Clerk
Peterson, cf........ 4 0 0 1 0 0
Rockport at Thomaston.
of Courts Association of Maine at the
Knox County Court House.
Thursday Night—Rockland at Wahlman. lb .... 3 0 2 7 0 1
July 25 — Friendship — Carnival at
Rockport; Camden at Thomaston.
school house lawn and ballground
• • • •
32 3 6 27 4 1
July 27 Reunion of Rockland High
School, class of 1920 at Crescent Beach
Vinalhaven 3. Rockland 2
Rockland
Inn.
Baseball fans at Community Park
ab r bh po a e
July 30—Lawn party of 8t. Bern
Sunday saw another thrilling game Billings, ss ......... 4 1112 0
ards Parish.
July 31—Thomaston—Annual concert
when the Chiefs of Vinalhaven beat Chisholm. 2b ...... 4 0 0 1 2 1
of Baptist Choral Society
' lhe Pirates 3 to 2.
R. Ellis, if ........... 4 0 1 2 0 0
July 31—South Thcmaston—ForgetMe Not Chapter. OES. lair ln Ma
Vinalhaven cored two in the Karl, lb
...... 4 0 3 8 1 1
sonic hall
first, when, w'.h one away, Haskell McNeally. 3b ...... 4 0 0 2 0 1
Aug 1—Warren—Joint meeting of
and Gullforti singled and Phil Whitman, p
4 0 0 1 2 0
Woman s Club and Alumni Associa
tion at Town hall
Brown socked a lusty triple to deep Bucklin, c .......... 4 01 11
2 0
Aug. 1-23—Annual Summer reunion
center field to score both base run F Wink, ef .
. 3 0 0 0 0 0
of Castine Normal School at Sandy
ners. ,
Thompson, cf .... 1 0 0 0 0 0
Point.
Aug 5—Union — Eastern Star field
Wljlt Whitman, pitching for Drinkwater, rf .... 3 1110 0
day
Rockland, then allowed only three
Aug 7-10—Rockport—Regatta-Sports
men’s Show.
hits for the rest of the game and
35 2 7 27 9 3
Aug 9—Women's Educational Club
was in no trouble until the ninth Vinalhvaen ... 20000000 1—3
picnic with Mrs. Flora Ulmer hostess
when Brown reached on an error Rockland .... 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0—2
Aug. 9—Thomaston — First Summer
Theatre Play at Watts hall
advanced to second base on balls
Three base hit, Brown. Two base
Aug 14 Martinsville—Ladles Circle
and scored on Wahlmans single.
hits. Karl, Bucklin and Oullford.
fair at Orange hall.
Rockland's runs came in the flrst Base on balls, off Whitman 5.
Aug 14—Owls Head—Church fair at
library
on Billings single. R. EUk' single Struck out by Whitman 10, by
Aug 15—Warren—Concert at Baptist
Installing radio telephone set on the sardine boal Rose W alongside the plant of the North Lubec Manufactur and Karl s double.
Drinkwater Brown 9. Umpires, Frye and Oney.
Church.
Aug 16 — Thomaston — Pine Tree
—Photo by Blackinton.
ing A Canning Co.
opened Rocklands eighth with a Scorer, Maude Winchenbach.
Stagers second Summer Theatre Play
• • • •
single adavanced to second on an
Series at Watts hall.
'The electrician merely turned infield out and Karl then scored Twilight Topics
The past few days have been busy recently on five carriers of the
Aug. 20-23—Union Fair.
wltd another double,
That Vinalhaven team was made
Aue. 23 —i Thomaston — Pine Tree ones down on the wharf used by Quoddy fleet. A newspaper ar- on the volume in the compact box ,
Stagers, third Summer Theatre Play
set, waited a few seconds for it to
Brown
and
Whitman
both up of Just about the best bunch of
the North Lubec Manufacturing tide descriptive of the work said warm up, set the dial to the point
series at Watts hall.
pitched excellent ball Brown issu sports the Pirates have met this
Aug 26 Three Quarter Century Club
and Canning Co., while marine in part:
marked "telephone'' and immedi- ing no free tickets while striking year.
meets at Old Orchard Beach.
Aug 27 — Camden — Megunticook radio telephones were being in
• • • •
"By use of ship to ship radio ately was speaking to W.O.U.
nine and Whit struck out ten
Grange fair.
Bobby Oardner of Big Five
stalled on the company's sardine telephone for the direction of fleet j “Station WOU. which is the key out
Aug 27-29 Damariscotta Fair
and walked five.
(Continued on Page Four)
Aug 30 — Thomaston — Pine Tree carriers Rose W , Nokomis and activities many hours and much j land station of this area, at Green
Karl led both teams at bat witli
Stagers fourth Summer Theatre Play Double Eagle.
money can de saved. Waste mo- Harbor. 28 miles south of Boston, two doubles and a single.
series at Watts hall.
The work has been under the di tion in gathering and transporting provides free of charge weather re- Vinalhaven
Aug 31-Sept 3—Blue H1U fair.

REUNIONS
Aug 1—Ingraham Family; 60th an
nual. at Penobscot View Orange hall.
Olen Cove.
Aug 14—Hall family 35th annual,
at Penobscot Orange hall. Olen Cove

The Oood Citizenship candidates
from all over the State will be
guests at Montpelier Thursday,
They will be shown through the
mansion at 1 o'clock.
QST to all radio amateurs ln Knox
County: Lieut. Freedman, radio en
gineer at Quoddy Village would like
to contact all amateurs ln Knox
County Friday. July 26. at 7.30 p. m.,
at the Naval Communications Re
serve Headquarters, third floor, Post
Office Building. Rockland.

rection of the Maine Coast Dis
tributing Corporation, which is rep
resented locally by B. F Mathews of
Camden, the Installing engineer be
ing Thomas P. Connean of Port
land .
Th« telephones were manufac
tured by the Jefferson Travis Ra
dio Manufacturing Corporation of
(jew York and are said to be "the
last word,” in the way of ship to
shore communication. They are
the first to find their way on any
craft plying between Portland and
Eastport.
The initial test of the new rigs
was made during the weekend with
the set on three boat!, talking
with W.O.U. the radio telephone
station of the New England Tele
phone & Telegraph Co. The re
sult was highly pleasing to the boat
owner, tha Installing crew, and Mr.
| Mathews, through whose enterprise the installation was made.
Similar installation was made

herring can be virtually eliminated. 1 ports and medical advice in case
"Often, in the past, the carriers [ of need. In addition to this chanhave cruised many miles down the , nel and the ship to ship channel
bay to Boothbay Harbor or the j the sets are provided with a Coast
Muscle Ridges to pick up a load Guard channel to be used only in
of herring from a seiner, only to case of emergency.
find when they got there that the
"The crystal-controlled stations
seine had split open or that he had on the boats operate on six volts
fewer fish than he reported. If a on storage batteries carried and
telephone call was necessary to in charged on the vessels."
form the factory of the amount of
The North Lubec Manufacturing
fish aboard or to ask advice, it often & Canning Co. ln making this nlw
fell upon a member of the crew to installation is keeping pace with
travel several miles to a telephone modern marine development, the
(sometimes as far as 10 miles), value of which is demonstrated, in
sometimes engage in combat with a small way perhaps, by the exa farmer s dog and then joust with perience of a scallop dragger who
a country operator for a wire to reached the fishing grounds only to
the main office
find a return to port necessary be"All this is changed with the ] cause of the illness of a member of
radio-equipped fleet. At definite the crew. The long delay would
Intervals during the day the skip- have been obviated if there had
per will engage in two-way con- been a radio telephone on board
versation with "the boss." get his to summon the Coast Ouard. Suforders and give his information j flee it to say that the owner of
and prices In code.
the boat has ordered a set.

Rodney Lindsey s boat at the rear
of Crockett Block was visited by
fire early Sunday morning and the
department was called. The fear
that Lindsey had perished in the
flames was dispelled when he was
ODtometrists of the Rockland | Our thanks to Walter W. Morse. |
found sleeping peacefully at a
Zone of the Maine Association of j vice president of the Fidelity Life
neighbor's.
Optometrists will meet in tlie offices and Casualty Co., for a framed copy
Friday night Carl Lawless meets of Dr. Bradford Burgess. Chairman, of "The American Creed." conspicuBilly Lancaster of Portland. The Thursday at 7.30 p. m. with Dr. | ously lettered on an attractive backI ground. It occupies an honored ,
semi-final finds KO Briely meet Burgess presiding.
-------place on the editorial walls. Mr ,
ing Slugger Perry of Portland. First
Rev. Orrin O. Cox of Wilkesbarre. Morse also has the writer's thanks j
prelim is Buster Robinson of ThornThompson of Port- £»h« bought though the F 8. for an ingenious calling-card case
land and Tippy Larson of Rockland | Young Agency the Harold Jenovitch
meeting StubMahony of Portland. ; »’ “egad ^Albert* HawkwoodU o8f
Away UP on the crest of Dodge's

Dudley Harvey, who ts spending
the Summer at Camp Hinds, spent
the weekend at his home on Berkeley street. Paul Stevens, a former
Rockland boy, now of Livermore
Falls, is also at the camp for the
season.
------One of Rockland's finest orni
thologists and a friend drove to
Rockville Sabbath morning on an
important errand. They found a
* w cTZTonu Ur, n f Pelham. N Y„ the Charles Pillsbury Mountain lives a prosperous farmer '■uggestion of the approach of Fall
WM11 vA
? d«4^nd«? at Placc at °^ls Hpad and t0 Oswald by ,hC name °l
Ruohdma' °“
Woolley entertained Sunday at Mathews of Lubec the
whose acres grow many kinds of in watching the bobolinks gathertheir camp at Pleasant Beach Mr.
resldence on ollver stree. j timber. Twenty-six varieties were j ing for their migration southward,
and Mrs. James Porter of Andover, j
_____
used by him in making a large this being the first of the bird fam
N. B.. Mrs. Mary T.
of i George O. Wentworth, who is con- frame for a map of Rockland (1835) ily to take the fall trek. With yel
. Winslow
Ti
Englewood. N. J., Miss Ellen Imrie flnpd tQ his home at U8 Maverick which is the prized possession of his low showing ln the golden rod
of Budapest, Hungary. Mr. and street aj an lnvaIld flnds diversion nearest mountain neighbor. Alan stems and loosestrife at full glow
'tis time to think twice about those
TJl°rno.ke' S?r«/nid each dav in watching the Lime Rock L Bird It makes a striking and days we are to spend in the open.
Mrs. C. S_ Woolley. Stewart Wooltrains K0 by and exChang- valued souvenir.
ley, Mrs. Everett K. Mills and Miss ■ lng greetjngs wjtH their crews. Orea: ,
-------A happy lass is Marion, daughter
Margery Mills.
was jjjg happiness the other day
Employment by the State Depart- of Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Fitzgerald,
when a large package came to his menl of Agriculture, Inspection Di who yesterday celebrated her 12th
There was a reunion of invalids
nt Knox
vesterdav after- house and he found therein a huge v[sion 0( several young men as blue- birthday while the guest of her
nLinwhen RoVrtM Krd s^- ^^un^Vwas^a" gifr??om°th; **"?
Ho
aunt, Mrs. Maude Bolduc at Green
lering froth a broken hip received a I est frult 11 ttas a
from the 1 ment o( several additional who have ville Juncticn. On tlie previous day.
Rodney Murphv, who "Lime R?ck"1 boyJ' a™? tbe r^.‘Pu,'. done ,he work in former years wai *hUe she was still 11 years old. Ma
call iafrom
makes his home with Mr Packard. ent was deeP*> a*1epted- R «n*y h« | authorized by the Governor and rion caught a salmon which weighed
and who
who is
is making
making gradual
gradual recov- reinar^ed incidentaUy (and Justly > Council at its session last week The 44, pounds. It was her first prize in
the employes of the Lime Rock 1 new group, to work during the har- that line, and it is hard telling which
ery after seven weeks' confinement that
Railroad never lose an opportunity vest season, includes Hervey C. Al was prouder, Marlon or her aunt,
to the house. With Rodney was his
who, by the way. is one of the three
brother. James, down from Bangor to do a kind deed—and that goes for len of Rockland.
women guides at Moosehead Lake
for the day. Mr. Packard is pro the Lime Company as a whole.
Many persons—and probably many As for her daddy—you couldn’t touc.i
gressing toward recovery.
BORN
motorists—may be wondering at the him with a ten-foot pole yesterday.
Reed—At Camden Community Hos significance of those new yellow
Friendship Playhouse Wednes pital.
July 20. to Mr and Mrs Charles
lines found in the center of the
A burglar forced his way into the
day July 24. Oinger Rogers in Reed a son—Charles Michael.
Garland At Camden Community highway. It is not an easy matter second story of the Newberry block
"Bachelor Mother.'—adv.
88'lt
Hospital, July 22. to Mr and Mrs Man- to explain, unless the picture is be Sunday night, and when Dr. J. H
ford Garland, a daughter- Katherine
fore you. As this paper understands Damon arrived at his dental office
Awnings, large or small, hammock Joan.
Bennett-At East Union. July 19. to the motorist may not depart from yesterday morning lie found things
tops, chair backs and seats, boat Mr and Mrs Cyrus Bennett of South his lane if there is a yellow stripe in a state of confusion, but could
daughter
covers. All sorts ot canvas work. ! Hop*'
on both sides of the white stripe .and not learn that anything had been
he may not leave so long as there is taken. One of the stools had been
MARRIED
carried Into the hallway for the
Joslyn-BarUer—At Union, July 20. a yellow stripe on the same side as
Malcolm W Joslyn ol Waitsfield, Vt.. his lane. He may "cut in," how probable purpose of climbing over
and Mlsa Dorothy M Barker of Union. ever, if the yellow stripe is on the a cubicle wall into the watchmaker's
opposite side, or if there is no yellow shop. It is likely that something
DIED
stripe on either side of the white frightened him frem the scene be
Armstrong—At York. July 21. Harold stripe
If this is the correct ex fore a haul could be made. The
L. Armstrong of Thomaston, aged 35
sheriff's department investigated.
planation.
years. 6 months. 14 days
Funeral
service Wednesday at 2 o'clock Irom
the residence at 10 Water street
McHenan At Vinalhaven. July 16.
Vemard McHenan. aged 28 years'
Simmons— At Oakland. July
15.
Ephraim O. Simmons, formerly of
Appleton aged 88 years. 2 months In
terment In Appleton
lake—At Cambridge. Mass. July 17.
Sara K wife of Dr Lafayette Lake of
Belmont, Mass., (a native of Waldo
boro).
CARD OF THANKS

To the m&ny friends, neighbors and
relatives whose kind thoughtfulness
and friendly tokens added so much
to the pleasure of our golden wedding
anniversary, we are grateful beyond
measure and express our most sincere
appreciation.
Especial word of ac
knowledgment ls due Mrs Mary Shomaker 1 sister of Mrs Baumi. und Mrs
Elizabeth Imlach. under whose cap
able supervision the details were ar
ranged
Mr and Mrs Charles E Baum
Clark Island.

A car owned and driven by Leroy ! SOUTH HOPE
F. Bohn of this city went over the
Mrs. Lloyd Bennett who has been
graveled shoulder of the road oppo ill for a week, is able to be out
site tlie entrance to Waterman's again.
Beach late Saturday night, and one
Mrs. Dorothy Bennett and son
of the six occupants, Fred LaCrossJ, Ronald of East Union visited Wed
was so badly injured that seven nesday at the home of Edna Ben
stitches were necessary to mend a nett.
gashed knee, at Knox Hospital. The
other occupants received some
Public card party, benefit St.
scratches and bruises but hospital Bernard's lawn party Thursday,
treatment was not required. BohnJuly
__ ............................
__ next to Chis25, 8 p. m„ store
was acquitted 011 a reckless driving j iicLm's gpa adm. 25c.—adv.
charge in Municipal Court. He was,___________________ _____
represented by Harry E. Wilbur.
The accident was investigated by I
DANCE
State Trooper Ray Foley. LaCrosse. '
NORTH
WARREN
first baseman on the Rockland Twi
WHITE OAK GRANGE
light League team, may be out of
the game tlie rest of the season.
TUESDAY,JULY 23
Music by BUD CLARK and his Band
Admission 25 Cents, plus tax

85*88

WITH YOUR CARD
The Flowers and Funeral

ft

thy of bearing your card.

Fine

flowers,

extra

ab
8
4
3
4
4

r bh po
0 0 0
112
0 0 9
12 4
110

a
2
1
0
1
0

INDIGESTION
may affect the Heart

Ou trapped ln the itomach or ruUet np art tike a
htlr-trlgger on the heart At the first aim of dlstreaa
emart men and women depend on Bell-ane Tablet* te
eet (as free. No laxative but made of the fasteevaetlnf medklnea known for add lndlfeetlon. If the
FIRST DO8K doesn't prove Bell-ana better, return
botUe to us and receive DOUBLE Monty Back. 26a.

Short mt to sculptured fit for active moderns. The
briefest of briefs—sleek at the midriff—snug on the
figure—easy on the budget The hjvrly Tasket fab

ric of light, cool rayon tubs in a jiffy, and needs

no ironing. All modestly priced for budgeteers.

W *1.00
* BOYISH SHORTbofiib-IJl>t Urat^hl

1.1,.
b SKINTITB — fitet
edged elatlic leg trtm.
c. BRIEF—seamiest front
anJ back. Paced front.

VESPER A. LEACH
SPECIALTY STORE
366 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.

ANNIVERSARY SALE
FRIDAY, JULY 26

An Annual

AND

MONEY-SAVING EVENT

SATDAY, JULY 27
SEVEN-JAR CANNING KETTLE
Sale Price 85c each

Special Prices For These Two Days Only

NICE VALUE IN TURKISH TOWELS
Sale Price, 9c each

Special Lot

WHITE RED TRIM. ENAMELWARE
29c value

Sale Price, 19c each
TEN-QUART GALVANIZED PAILS
Sale Price, 19c each

59c KITCHEN WASTE BASKETS
Sale Price, 39c each
100 FOOT CLOTHES LINES
Regular 39c seller

Sale Price, 25c hank
CONGOLEUM FLOOR MATS
27x54, regular 39c value

20c each

29c TABLE OIL CLOTH
Sale Price, 19c yard
ONE LOT COLORED BALL JUGS
25c each

PILLOW SLIPS, 9c each
INDIAN BLANKETS

Sale Price, 89c each
Wonderful Assortment of

LADIES’ 5c HANDKERCHIEFS
Sale Price, 3 for 10c

MEN’S FANCY HOSE
both long and short

9c pair
LADIES’ TAFFETA SLIPS

39c each

ONE LOT BUTTONS AND SLIDES
all 10c value

4 Cards for 9c

Summer merchandise priced low to close out in the following lines: Sun Suits, Children’s
Dresses and Play Suits, Sportswear and Ladies’ Dresses.

LADIES’ BLOUSES

ONE LOT CHILDREN’S ANKLETS

59c value—to close out

15c and 20c values

39c each

9c pair

ONE LOT LADIES’ SILK HOSE

500 SHEET PKG. FACIAL TISSUES

regular 59c value

25c value

39c pair

Sale Price, 15c pkg.

ONE LOT WILLIAMS 5c SOAP
2 bars, 7c

MEN’S OVERALL DUNGAREES
59c pair

ONE LOT WHITE COFFEE CUPS
4c each

WHITE CUPS AND SAUCERS
5c complete

Special Lunches at our Luncheonette Counter. Extra Special For Friday and Saturday,
Vanilla Wafer Ice Cream Sundae, 10c

Pieces we furnish are wor

%

Woodcock, 3b
Haskell, ss ....
Erickson, c ...
Guilford, 2b .
Brown, p ......

TASKET LADIES

care

and artistic skill, make our

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
IN, 781-1 ar 781-11
LI-118 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND. ME.
110-tf

Floral Tributes outstand
ing.

Prices most moderate.

Ambulance Service

Floral
Tributes
371 MAIN STREET

Silsby’s

Flower Shop
ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 318-W

88-89

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.

M-tf

E. B. CROCKETT
5c 6 10c to $1.00 STORE
410-412 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

WALDOBORO

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, July 23,1940
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] Sociefy Wedding In Union

CUSHING

WARREN

Mrs. Fred Tonks of Somerville,
Mass., has joined her daughter
$5 2%
Doris at the home of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Holder for a
ALENA
L.
STARRETT
MRS. LOUTSE MU1E9
two week’s vacation.
Correspondent
(Correspondent
Miss Ruth Johnson of Springft
ft
ft
ft
ft ft ftft
field. Mass., with Misses Barbara
WATCH THIS SPACE FOR VALUES!
Tel. 40
Simpson and Elizabeth Numger of
Tel. 27
Longmeadows, Mass., are guests
The Congregational Ladies Circle of Carol Whe elock at Gray House.
Mr. and Mrs. James Waltz are
committee to serve public supper
Mrs. Maude E. Barnes is hav
occupying their new home at the
Thursday at the chapel is: Mrs. ing an artesian well dug by Mr.
corner of Main and Church streets.
Laura Starrett. Mrs. Alzada Sim Cross of Morrill.
Mrs. A. D. Gray will entertain
mons. Mrs. Evelyn Robinson. Mrs.
Ella Maloney ls guest of Mr. and
the Mending Club Friday night at
Alice Mathews. Mrs. Carrie Wyllie. Mrs. John Maloney in Thomas
her home.
Miss Frances Spear, Miss Mary ton.
Charles Rowe. Jr., who ls attend
Wyllie and Mrs. Ilda Russell. The
Rev. F. C. Wheelock lias returned
ing the Massachusetts Radio &
committee asks members with table to Gray House after a business
Television School in Boston spent
cloths from the dining room to trip to Springfield, Mass.
weekend with his parents Mr. and
take them to the chapel by Thurs
William W. Hall
Mrs. Charles Rowe.
day noon.
William W Hall of Pleasant
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Steward have
Mr. and Mrs. William Cunning
moved into the apartment vacated
ham formerly of Shrub Oak. N. Y. Point who for many years was
by Mr. and Mrs. James Waltz in
have bought the George Gray place prominent in the leater business
the Arthur Brown house on Main
and will locate permanently in this ln Salem, Mass., died July 11 at
Salem Hospital after a long illness.
town.
street.
Mr. Hall was sales manager of
Everett Welt of Boston spent the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Burns and
weekend with his parents Mr. and
daughters, Betsey and Penny of the Hebbrun-Thomson Leather Co.,
Bronxville. N. Y. are passing a va in that city, later a partner ln the
Mrs. Osborne Welt.
cation at the home of Mrs. Nellie firm of Gill & Hall and for the last
Mrs. Forrest G. Fogg of Bangor.
I Orbeton and her brother. E. G. 21 years was a member of the firm
Miss Lucille Fogg of Hartford.
W H. Hall & Co. On his retire
Burns in North Warren.
Conn., and Rodney Jackson of
Orffs Corner were visitors Sunday
Mrs. Elva Borneman of North ment nine years ago, he moved
at Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Miner's
Waldoboro is employed for the from Salem to Pleasant Point. He
Summer at the home of Mrs. Nellie was a member of the Boston Yacht
Mr. and Mr6. Otto Kimmich and
Club ar.d the Old Salem Colonial
Orbeton.
son Lawrence of Tenafly, N. J. are
Club
spending three weeks with Mrs.
Parents are reminded of the
Survivors are his wife. Mary L
Kimmlch's parents Mr. and Mrs.
Child Health Conference Wednes (Buckley 1 Hall; his mother. Mrs
The sensational waterproof fabric, newer,
S. H. Weston.
I
Left to right: Edgar Barker of South Union, usher; Miss Ruth S Barker of Union, maid of honor; Mr. and day from 2 to 4 at the Congrega
Alice (Cummings) Hall; a son,
Mr and Mrs. Benjamin Olidden
Mrs. Malcolm W. Joslyn iDorothy M. Barker), bride and groom; D. Eduard Eaton of Waitsfield. Vt.. best man; tlonal Chapel. Miss Waters, nu
WiUiam
L.
of
Friendship;
two
stronger, lovelier. Lacks that nuisance odor
of Melrose Mass., were weekend
Chester Butler of Union, usher. Children in front: Donna Lou Carroll of Thomaston and Ronald Barker of trition specialist of the State De
brothers. Arthur of Newton and
guests of his father E. A. Glidden South Union, flower girl and ring bearer.—Photo by Bernier.
partment of Health will be present Everett of Dorchester. Mass.;
so often found in waterproof fabrics.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Grinnell of i The Methodist Church in Union foiled against the green of their High School. She is a member of to aid in nutritional problems. In three sisters, Mrs. Edgar Wheeler,
a talk. Mothers are invited to be Mrs. Clara Sutton, botfi of MilHoulton were weekend guests of
. time since it was foliage. The decorations were ar-! Orient Chapter. O ES of Union.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Weston 10 e
ranged by Mrs. Edgar Barker of
Mr. Joslyn was graduated from present with their children.
ton. Mass. and Mrs. Alice Shea of
Featherweight and Flexible
They were accompanied here by | bullt- was ,he scene of a pre..5 uea- gQUth union. Mrs. Abbott Spear of! Waitsfield High, class of 1935. and
Guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Dorchester, Mass
Miss Louise Young of Bangor who dir.g. Saturday at 4 o'clock when chestnut Hill, Mass . and Warren. 1 since has been associated in the Ezra Savage were Mr. and Mrs. A. L.
Services were held Sunday at
will remain with the Westons for Miss Dorothy M. Barker, daughter and Mrs. Bradley Pipkin of Safety poultry and dairy business with his Taylor and daughter, Halcyon of the O’Donnell with Rev. John
CHILDREN'S
LADIES’
father in Waitsfield. He is a mem Windsor, Mr. and Mrs. Gardner Philip Lindsay, pastor of the First
the Summer. Mr. and Mrs. Her- j of Mr. and Mrs. Lucius F Barker Harbor, Fla. and Warren.
bert Orinnell and Mr. and Mrs. becamethe bride of Malcolm W
Miss Florence Thurston, church ber of tlie Mad River Valley F A M Jones of Portland and Mr. and Mrs. Congregational Church of Milton
Capes,
.59
$1.00
Capes,
Norman Brown and son of Union Joslyn,son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter organist, played the Bridal Chorus in his home town, and has done ex Mbynard Brown and family of offlicating. There were many rela
were callers Sunday at the Weston c. Joslyn of Waitsfield. Vt. Rev from Lohengrin, and for the re- cellent work with a local 4-H Club Appleton.
tives and friends present, and a
Coats,
1.00
1.29
Coats,
home
1 Leo F. Ross, pastor of the church cessional. Mendelssohn's Wedding of which he was the leader.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dudley and profusion of flowers, including
Invited
out
of
town
guests
were
Lieut, and Mrs. Andrew Newcomb officiated, using the double ring March. "I Love You Truly." and
daughter. Miss Geraldine Robbins, many standing pieces. Members of
"O Promise Me" were sung by Mr. and Mrs. Walter C Joslyn. Miss guests the past week of Mr. and the Boston Yacht Club of which
of Randolph. Mass., will arrive ceremony.
The
bride
was
lovely
in
white
Chester Wyllie of Warren, his ac- Maxine Joslyn. Mrs. Clara McAllis Mrs. Jesse Mills and Mrs. Elizabeth he was a member held services
Wednesday to visit her parents
ter. Waitsfield. Vt.; Mr and Mrs. Mills and in Rockland, guests of Friday at the home, with Rev.
satin
and
lace,
princess
style
with
ccmpanist,
Miss Thurston,
Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Waltz. Mr.
train, long sleeves, and sweetheart
Mrs. Barker, mother of the bride Raymond Fairbanks. Charlestown, Mr. and Mrs. John Mills, returned Bradford E Gale officiating.
and Mrs. Everett Waltz of Bay- neck. Her finger tip net veil was was becomingly gowned in a navy : N H. Miss Fleda Martin. Brandon,
Among those attending were
shore. Long Island will arrive Sat held with a coronet of orange bios- blue and white ensemble, matching Vt.; Paul Johnson. Newport. N H.; Sunday to Wilton, N. H. They
Commodore L. Elcock. Bert McIn
urday for a vacation.
soms. and she carried a shower hat, white accessories, and wore a Miss Ruth Johnson. Lewiston; Mr. were accompanied by Mrs. Elizabeth nis. chairman of the regatta com
SAWED slab wood for sale, 80c foot.
Adwrtlzementa ln thia column no,
R. W. Linscott and son R. W. bouquet of white sweetpeas and corsage bouquet of white sweet peas I and Mrs. Ralph Carroll. Mr. and Mills, mother of Mrs. Dudley, w’ho
to exceed there line* Inserted once fot *5 50 per cord LESTER SEAVEY. Tel
Linscott who have been visiting Mr. carnations.
and pink roses. Mrs. Joslyn, mother Mrs. Lawrence Carroll, Thomaston. will make them a visit in New mittee; Secretarj’ Blake Cooley and 25 rente, three times for JO cents. Ad 1085-J. Rockland________________ 87-89
Commander C S. Collins, UB PC dltlonal lines five cents each for one
Linscdtt's mother, Mrs. Jennie
Her sister. Miss Ruth 8. Barker cf the groom was most attractively Mr. and Mrs A O Butler Rockland; Hampshire.
CALL at Stiles’ farm for fresh vege
Mrs. Belle Tyler of Rockland was Interment was In Codman ceme time 10 cent* for three times. Five tables and cut flowers. TEL 256-14.
Linscott returned Sunday to Bos was maid of honor and her only at- gowned in dusty rose crepe, match- Miss Mabel Thwing. Alfred Staples,
smell
words
to
a
line.
tery,
Dorchester,
with
committal
oppo-lte Oakland Park__________ 86-88
tendant.
She was becomingly ing hat. her corsage bouquet of j Bath; Miss Evelyn Nickerson. Port guest the past week of Mrs. Annie
ton.
1
YOUNG new mlleh cow for sale.
Telephones have recently been gowned in flesh pink marquisette white sweet peas and yellow roses land: Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Lucas. Watts and Mrs. Emma Foster. Mr. services by Rev. John Lindsey.
I
heavy milker
ALTT1 LEHTO. Bast
— the __
onH larA
miff
kIppv
PS with
sflliare
rAepntinn
tr* which
nnlv relfl.
[ and
lace,
puff Asleeves,
square
a reception
to which only rela- Miss Eleanor Eames, Miss Shirley and Mrs. William Simpson of
installed 1in
residence
of with
Crosby
Warren.
88*90
Radium is valuable stuff, al
Eames.
Kittery:
Miss
Elsie
Carter.
I
neck,
matching
accessories,
and
.
tives
and
intimate
friends
were
inBucksport
were
recent
callers
on
K Waltz, Leon Steward and Leon
.
.
.
GREAT Pyrenees dog for sale female,
though the discovery’ of new de
Achorn.
•
silver slippers, and wore a flesh • vited. was held, following the cere- Mr. and Mrs Clifford Ward. South Mrs. Watts.
-paved 2 years old. house broken.
nperl
posits in Central Africa and at the
Wonderful watch dog. gentle, brought
Mr and Mrs Sherman Keen, Pink net do11 hat- Her arm bou* ’ niony. at the Barker home which Portland: Miss Ethel Simpson, St.
Mrs. Howard Lane of Portland is Great Bear Lake region in Canada lost Saturday night; between
bet
Mid Town up with a child May be seen at 81
have returned from New York
quet tied with pink satin was of was decorated with cut flowers Johnsbury'.Vt.; Mr. and Mrs. Irving spending a few days with Mrs.
Cafe and Public Landing or on Pleas TALBOT AVE. or Tel 897 or 889,
has brought the price down. It ant St Reward If returned to RUTH Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Taylor and ' blue larkspur and pink sweet peas. Miss Maxine Joslyn of Waitsfield Matthews. Hyde Park. Vt.; Mr. and Raymond Borneman.
88 90
HATCH. 114 Pleasant St.. City
88-90
still brings $120 a milligram.
chUdren of Massachusetts are visit0011118
Carro11' three year-°ld Vt. had charge of the gifts, and Mrs. Eugene Barker. Taunton,
....
a.
__FRESH green peas for sale cabbage
BLACK
and
white
bulldog
with
p;
an
ts
Danish
baldhead
Copenhagen
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence the guest book was in charge of Mass.: Mr. and Mrs. Walter Look.
white spots on backs of all four feet ,narkpt 35- hundred
ADRIEL POST,
lBM^r
Tnd xnn Ren Carroll of Thomaston. was the flow- Miss Evelyn Nickerson of Portland Addison; Mr. and Mrs. Abbott WEST WASHINGTON
lest; nam'd Mickey; reward
Mrs. Head cf the Bay Tel 141 W
88-90
NOTICE
Mrs. H. T. Hardy and son Benand
was daintilv dressed and Bath. Mrs. Spear and Mrs. Spear. Chestnut Hill and Warren;
HARRY GORDON Warren. Tel. 19-3 ( .
° ... —— 1
---- —------------ —
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Withee and
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that
88 90
WESTINOHOUSE electric oven for
jamin and grandson Robert of Mel- in\hite taffeta. matching hat. Pipkin had charge of refreshments. Mr. and Mrs. Biadley Pipkin. Safety three children of New Hampshire
Curtis M Payson of Union and Ml!
— - i sale complete with stand; practically
atS ' 7*7, wee*end 6UeStS white shoes and stockings, and her and were assisted by Miss Ethel Harbor and Warren; Miss Inez are passing a week with Mrs. Ed- ton A Beverage of North Haven, ln the
NAVY blue pull-over sweate-. E T new; 615. TEL. 1045 M 10 Jefferson
of Mrs. Jennie Linscott.
nose
, boUqUe* was Of sweet peas Simpson, of St. JbhnsburE, Vt., Butler. Rockport. Miss Prances Wil- son Wellman.
County of Knox and State of Maine Slattery tag. lost at Oakland Park or i gj
88*90
have made application to the Maine near Chisholm's 8pa TER, 387 3 87-89 '
Mrs Maude Clark Oay and Mrs and mixed newer? Ronald Bark- Miss Muriel Butler of Union. Miss son, Beverly, Mass. Mr and Mrs.
_______
. . , . _
, SUPERFEX parlor heater loll). BarFrank Leigher of South Coven Board of Bar Examiners for examina
WRIST
watch
lost
Tuesday
night
■
,
Ka
i
n
f
Or
cash.
Call
after
1
o
’
clock
at
Stanley I. Bailey attended a meet 1 er, nephew of the bride, and four- Elsie Carter of South Portland. Mrs Lewis O Burnham. Beverly, Mass.;
tion for admission to the bar of the hetw en Purchase and Plea^nt sti^ew 204 MArN 8T Rockland
88-90
ing of the Florence Waugh Dan year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Ed-|Lawrence Carroll of Thomaston. Miss Beulah Pack. Mbs Jane try. Conn., visited friends here re State of Maine at the session of the Reward
Return
to
PARK
ST
LUNCH
|
-----—
—
—
----------------—
--------—
—
—
cently.
B ard to be held at Portland. Maine
86*88
ANTIQUES for sale old. new hooked
forth Club Saturday In Hinckley.
gar Barker of South Union, dressed ' and Miss Eleanor Eames of Kittery. Weatherly. Los Angeles, and Union;
Charlie Bowman has returned on the first Wednesday of August A
, rugs; old lamps; dish's, furniture
Mr and Mrs. Elliott Stenger and m a pure white suit, was the ring
After the reception. Mr and Mrs Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Richards. from Togus Hospital where he re D 1940
i MRS LUCY A BLACK. 10 Sweeilsnd
EDWARD W ATWOOD
6t„ ClJy
88*90
Mr. andMrs Kelsoe of Philadelbearer. Joslyn left on a week s wedding trip. Mr. and Mrs. Donald Richards, ceived treatment. He will now go
Secretary of the Board
phia are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
The best man was D Edward Mrs. Joslyn's going away outfit was Camden: Mr. and Mrs. Willis Spear to Massachusetts for medical treat
COAL and wood range reservoir at
88T-94
tached good eondllon. 85; oil range,
Thomas Stenger.
Eaton of Waitsfield. Vt., close friend a dusty pink ensemble, with white Thomaston; Mr. and Mrs. Philip ment.
three burner used one season. 84
FFW Summer guests wanted at
A reception in honor of Rev. and of the groom. The ushers were Ed- accessories, and white top coat. On Bryer. Boothbay: Mr. and Mrs
CRICKSIDE" Tenants Harbor 88’90
A group ol friends and relatives
Yeungs Point. North Haven, private
Mrs. Harold Nutter was held Thurs- gar Barker of South Union, and their return they will make their Franz Butler. Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
SIX milch cows for sale and two
heme snd float, good beds MRS F A
numbering
16
gathered
Friday
aft

day night ln the Baptist vestry. A Chester Butler of Union. Men of home in Waitsfield. Vt.
Butler. Mildred Sweeney. Rockland;
88*90 I white Chester shoats ORAND VIEW
YOUNG North Haven
ernoon
at
the
home
of
Katie
Ken

FARM.
Tel Warren 5-6.
88-90
program of songs by the Junior 1 the wedding group wore oxford grey
Mrs. Joslyn is a graduate of Union Gerald W. Brown. Mr. and Mrs.
BOYS (3). 17-20 yrs. neatness es- I
MAKE Money Easily 8850 first or
Choir, readings by Miss Mabel coats and white flannels. The! High 8chool class of 1835, and re- Frank Rowe. Warren; Mr. and Mrs. nedy and pleasantly surprised her der 15 boxes copyrighted Christmas tentlal Learn circulation work Travel I PRICED right! Oood condition! Fur
salary 818 Apply dally. MRS nlture for sale: sewing machine, com
Jones, Miss Edna Young, and Miss bride was given in marriage by her celved her B S. degree ln home eco- Chellis Page, Corinna; Mr. and on her 73d birthday. Miss Kennedy Cards; 9 other boxes: free portfolios. reports
Dial 2364 Cam
for 81 personals. Stationery TERRY OOULD at Smith House. Park St 88*90 [ mode odds and ends
ncmics at the Nasson College in Mrs. Fred Mayo. Falmouth Fore- received many nice presents. Ice 50
Della White and solos by Mrs father
den MRS C. M SPRUCE. 35 Sea St.
STUDIOS. 217 Westfield. Mass
88*lt
GIRLS (71, 19-23 yrs.. opportunity to _________________________________ 88-90
Dorothy Muir Miller and Guy
Church decorations, the more ef- Springvale, in 1939. The past year side; Miss Mildred Merrfieid. Wash cream and cake were served. Those
LAWNMOWERS, sharpened and re assist lady manager for circulation
NEW milch cow for sale
FRED
Waltz was enjoyed. Garland Day fectlve because of their simplicity she has been employed ln Waitseld ington; Mr. and'Mrs. Fred Barker. present were Mrs. Chester Colby paired, called for and delivered Tei advertising Congenial group travel
Of Coopers Mills, Mrs. Mae Hib 205 H H CRTE CO 378 Main St 79-t.f ing resorts, salary 820 Liberal draw ANDERSON 29 St Oeorge Rd , Thnmpresented to Rev. and Mrs. Nut- were of Hills of Snow, hydrangea, as teacher of home conomics in the Vinalhaven.
aston
_______
__________________
88*It
lg
account
Apply
dally
MRS
OOULD
bert. Mrs. Cleo Bartlett and son
JOHNSON outboard motor parts and at Smith House. Park St
ter a floor lamp, a gift from the --------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------88*90
1937 DDDOE business coupe for sale.
repairs
A
L.
ANDERSON
Camden
Gerald.
Mrs.
Clara
Turner
and
son
congregation. Refreshments were
WATKINS route In Rockland for 1 low mileage, excellent condition, may
cently with Capt Thompson of Russell. Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Bart
67-92
honest man or woman; full or part i be seen at Thomaston Garage, ask for
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
served and a social hour followed.
Spruce Head.
MEN. Women! Get Pep Raw Oyster time, good earnings; business estab- | MR. HILL’S car.
lett
and
son
Kenneth.
Mrs.
Edson
88*93
The picnic for the benefit of the
tonics In Ostrex tablets llshed: no Investment.
Write D
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Pease and Wellman and daughter Elsie. Mrs. stimulants,
(Continued from Page Three)
BUY a Kalamazoo, the Stove of
often needed after 40 by bodies lack KEELY, The J R Watkins Co. 231
Finnish Congregational Church
SARAH K. LAKE
quality Wood. coal. Phllgas and elec
daughter MLss Ellen Stein of Bath Lottie Bowman. Mr. and Mrs. For ing Iron, calcium, phosphorus Iodine
88*89 tric combinations Very easy payment
Sarah Katherine Lake. 56. wife League fame is about to sign up held recently at the home of spent the weekend here. Miss rest Reynolds, Mrs. Cora Deering. Vitamin B-l Oet 35c «lze todav Call, Johnson Ave , Newark. N J
with
Rockport.
POSITION
wanted
cooklnR
or
gen
:
plan
If Interested send card and I
Hjalmar
Lampinen
in
Warren
by
write
C
H.
MOOR
A
CO
and
all
other
of Dr. Lafayette Lake of Belmont,
• • • •
83*98 eral housework. To go with small will call. H B KALER. Washington.
Waldoboro members and friends Stein will make her home now Mrs. Lizzie Wellman and Mrs. Al good drug stores,
Mass., a native of Waldoboro, died
family
ln
Fall.
Excellent
references
____________________________
I
«’90
with
her
uncle
William
Harjula.
ton Wellman.
The Pirates missed the big bats was well attended.
Wednesday night ln Wyman House.
TEL Camden 2181_______________ 88-9° j
used stoves and heaters Drive 25
Miss
Harriet
Wellman
celebrated
Mr.
and
Mrs.
David
Erickson
and
Cambridge, Mass., from an illness of Flanagan. LaCrosse and French
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
THE J R Watkins Co wants am- i miles and save one half Home after
A social gathering will be held
her 16th birthday recently enter
against the Chiefs.
of several months.
Whereas. Haney C. Buber and Ros btttous man wtth car to take 900 fam- I 5 p m . Sundays and holidays H B
tn the Finnish Church Thursday three children of Portland were taining a group of friends. Ice
88*9C
*
•
•
•
tai
B
Buber
both
of
Warren
In
the
,
>_
ly
mnd route In Knoxjjo No cash i KALER Washington
guests
Sunday
of
Mr.
and
Mrs
Her

Mrs. Lake was a daughter of Wil
at 730 p. m. Refreshments, etc.
Box 367
F R HAIGH
*
'
*
NEW Zealand white rabbits for sale
cream and cake were served, and county of Knox and State of Maine. necessary
man Erickson.
lard H. and Carrie Pitcher Samp
Tough luck for Freddy LaCrosse All are welcome.
88*89 also
Newark. N J
by
their
mortgage
deed
dated
the
Donut Machine
Write or In. ,,
. .
„ , , 1 Mrs. Albert Nelson. Vaino Nelson games were played.
son and passed several years of just when he was playing his best
thirteenth dav of March. A D 1934.
SALESMAN wanted, married under I quirp. C. N BOOLE. East Union 86-88
yir
Mp ^ihur Harjula and Mlsses HeUn Johnson and Ar.
Mrs. Fannie Northey is visiting and recorded in Knox County Registry 45 for Knox. Waldo and Lincoln
her early life in Bath. She gradu game both in the field and at bat. and family have returned to
PORCH Rattan set for sale, includes
of Deeds. Book 234. Page 508. conveyed counties Must be member of A F
lene Nelson called Sunday on Mr her daughter Mrs. Cleo Bartlett.
ated from Gorham Normal school
chairs, reversible spring
to me. the undersigned, four certain
A M Salary and commission Write settee, twotable,
"m
u ui „„ ' Quincy. Mass., after a week s visit and Mrs. Charles Lunden, West
lamp, flower box. 51
Earl Marston of Gardiner. Mass, lots or parcels of land together with A
and taught several years in Som
"A L. B " care Courier Gazette 86-88 cushions
Whit Whitman will probably fill
„ guest of
Harjula.
NO
MAIN
ST
. City
87*89
is passing a week with his aunt the buildings thereon, situated In said
Rockport.
erville,
Cambridge and
other In at first until Freddy is off the
...
HELP wanted for restaurant work at
Warren,
and
bounded
and
described
TEN
used
cars
for sale, priced un
I *fteT, a ten'day Ration spent
Albert Harjula has employment Katie Kennedy.
PARK
ST
LUNCH.
13
Park
St
87*89
Massachusetts schools. She was a injured list.
as follows:
der $75; on easy terms Also several
, , , ,
I with his parents Mr. and Mrs. at the Bath Iron Works, making
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Marston and
First: Beginning on the road lead
member of St. Andrews Episcopal
MALE Instruction
Would like to late models FREDERICK WALTZ 165
ing from Warren to Union at a stake hear from reliable men we can train Broadway, TEL 838-W___________ 87*89
Mathew
Torpacka.
Melvin
Torpacka
his
home
there
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs
Carl
Powell
visited
church In Belmont, Mass.
Once again the Pirate club
and stones ln the line between Edward to overhaul. Install and seTvlee Air
Sunda.v with Earl Marston .
NEW and used electric ranges for
Three brothers survive, Arthur showed that most any man can ,of, the
Starrett and James Matthews, run Conditioning and Refrigerating Equip
. ..Coast
, Ouard
.... .. has returned to Edwin Harjula.
Mass.
ning east 22 deg north 22 rods to a ment Must be mechanically Inclined sale at special prices. Including In
P. Sampson, Augusta; Jesse W play any position and do a Rood his dutiesj in Winthrop,
Tn the company of Mr and Mrs.
.• «. ,
,
stillation:
(2) weetlnghouse ranges.
stake and atones; thence north 30 deg No Interference with present occupa
Sampson, Jacksonville, Fla.; and , h nf it
I Mr an<1 Mrs Neil Nelson and Arthur Harjula. Mrs. Fred Anderwest 8 rods; thence west 10 deg nortli tion Utilities Institute Home study 839 50; Hot Point. 84950; Universal
STATE OF MAINE
....
1
family
of
Portland
spent
the
week869
50;
Oeneral
Electric. 899 50 CEN
John Sampson, Bath; and an aunt,
son recently called on Mr. and Mrs. County of Knox, ss
20 rods to the Main road; thence south and practical training since 1927. For
on said road 16 rods to first mentioned interview write at once giving name, TRAL MAINE POWER CO. Thorndike
Mrs. Albion Wotton, Friendship.
July 12. 1940
Reports have LaCrosse out lor end with Mr. and Mrs. Albert Nel- Clarence Ames in Appleton. On
Hotel
Building.
Rockland_______ 83-tf
, son.
Taken this twelfth day of July, 1940. bounds, containing about one and one- address, age "U. I..’’ care this paper (
Inquiring the name of the small
the rest of the season.
half acres and 12 rods
86*8f
FARM for sale. SO acres, two-story
on
an
execution
dated
July
11.
1940,
Mr. and Mrs. Toivo Johnson and stream flowing by their home, Issued on a Judgment rendered by the
Maine dairymen are looking for
• • • •
Second: Beginning at stake and
house. 60 ft barn, garage, work shop;
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
ward to the annual dairymen’s fleld
Court, for the County of stones In line of land of Fred K called for and delivered T J FLEM one of best situations In Union; on
For the fifth Sunday in a row family motored Friday to Portland Imagine her surprise on being told Superior
Matthews
formerly,
thence
north
68
state
road from Rockland to Augusta,
day to be held this year at High- the Pirates have played a low score where their son William entered that it is the good old St. Georges Knox, at the term thereof begun and deg. east 37 rods to a stake and stones; ING. 19 Birch St.. Tel 212-W 85*87-tf good hen
farm; will sell less than the
on the first Tuesday of Novem
moor Farm. Monmouth. Saturday, ball game.
the Maine General Hospital. His River. Makes one feel like neigh held
thenoe
northerly
as
the
stone
wall
buildings
are worth
E V TOWN
ber. A. D. 1935. to wit: on the six
SEND. Thomaston
81*89
Aug. 3. Cows will be judged on the
condition, following an operation bors.
teenth day of November. A D 1935. now runs to pasture land of said
Matthews
and
C.
L.
Foster;
thence
I.EHIOH Valley and Blue Coal. 814;
Saturday, is good and he would 1 Mr and Mrs. Robert Carey had ln favor of Hamlin B Bowes and Min westerly by said pasture land as the
basis of production and type. Fur Camden 6, Rath 5
nie Crozier. Co partners ln tiade at
Pocohotvus, 89; Coke 811; wood 810
now runs to the barn; thence
ther details on this show are avail
The Bath Clippers rallied strong like visits and letters from his callers Saturday from Marblehead, Rockland. In the County of Knox wall
Tel 62, Thomaston. J B PAULSEN
under the style and firm name of southerly bv said vail as It now runs
able from dairy herd Improvement ly in the final inning at Camden friends to help pass the coming Mass., their former home town.
LARGE front room to let on floor
77-,’f
to
the
first
bounds
Bowes
and
Crm-ler.
against
Emma
A
.i‘fhw hou"*'kM,Pln« >>r^ I SIX-room house for sale. bath, fur
supervisors and county agents.
Third: Beginning at the northeast
Sunday, but could not overcome two or three weeks at the hosoital. Ii A sale of useful articles will be McCorrison of Appleton, in said
leges,
i
EL
114-w
81
89
I
nace.
garage
apace;
large
lot;
central
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Colby and 1 held at the church Thursday at County, for Sixty five Dollars, debt or corner of pasture belonging to the
the Shells four run lead. Cole and
of Harvey Cutler;
thence
APARTMENT to let. turnlshed. at 14 location: good neighborhood; terms
Horses still are used extensively Lewis did some fine twirling, each Edwin Harjula of Bath were here , 7.30. Coffee and cake will be served damage. and Eleven Dollars and estate
37*89 arranged L A THURSTON, Tel. 1159
Seventy Cents, costs of suit, and will northerly as said pasture fence now MASONIC ST. City ________
in British railway work. Compared with 11 strikeouts. The score;
74-tf
Foday.
j by the ladies of the church. All be sold at Public Auction, at the Law runs 12 rods to a stake and stones;
HOUSE to let ln Rockland. $5 month.
Office of Elisha W Pike. 340 Main thence easterly parallel with said Cut TEL 838-R ' >r 338 - W
with 22,655 motor vehicles for goods Bath
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Brackett of are welcome.
________ 87*89
8LOOP rigged sailboat for sale or to
ler's
line
ar.d
12
rods
from
It
to
land
Street, ln said Rockland, to the high
by 7 ft. 2 ln beam Oood
and passenger traffic, there are
____________
ab bh po a Rockland and Mr. and Mrs. Alfred ,
NICE downstair tenement to let at let. 16 ft long
est bidder, on the nineteenth day of formerly belonging to estate of Thomss
Safe. Less than two years
Merry; thence southerly by said 81 North Main St Inquire MAURICE condition
13.786 horses and 26.940 horse Uwls
.................... 5 2 2 0 Harjula went deep sea fishing re
Puerto Rico Ls 12 times as densely August. 1940. at ten of the clock ln Merry's
old.
Apply
LAWRENCE
HAMLIN. 14
land to land of estate of said LEONARD Tel 117-W
87 89 Gay 8t
the forenoon, standard time, the fol
vehicles in use.
It ,. City
71’100
populated as the United States, and lowing
I Stevens. 2b
5 0 2 1
described real estate and all Cutler; thence westerly on land of
MY
home.
Ill
Pleasant
St
.
to
let.
SAIL boat for sale. 18x6'. round
more densely populated than the the right, title and Interest which the said estate to the first described bound. nicely furnished bath, electric stove,
Perry, ss ....
2 1
Fourth:
Beginning
at
the
eastern
bottom,
center-board,
giff-rlgged
;
new
said Emma A. McCorrison has tn and
Industrial State of Connecticut.
refrigerator, washing machine, mangle lv painted and afloat ROBERT HILLS.
Sarkis, c ....
side of James Matthews old barn and ect.
1 12
to the same:
DELIA YORK
86 tf 119 Summer St.. City____________ 69-tf
at
the
south
side
of
the
pasture
lane;
Lewis, p .....
1 1
"A certain lot or parcel of land
■Ml •
thence following the south wall of
HARD wood per foot, fitted 8125
with the buildings thereon, situ
Moulton, rf
said lane easterly to the second fleld; rooms, bath V F STUDLEY. 283 Main Sawed.
RECEIVER’S NOTICE OF SALE
15. long. 81.05 M B A C O
ated ln said Appleton and bound
thence southerly as the wall now runs St. or 77 Park St Tel. 1154 or 330 86-tf PERRY 81Tel
Fortier, 3b
Tn Whom It May Concern:
4R7_________________ 79 tf
ed as follows, to wit: Beginning at
on the western side of said second
Pursuant
to
authority
of
the
Comp

ONE-room
apt
with
kitchen
pantry
Brown,
lb
.
the southerly corner of land now
(Eastern Standard Time)
fleld to Edward 8tarretts land; thence to let; two or three-room apts ; fur
COOK stoves for sale, 810 and up:
troller of the Currency of the United
or
formerly
of
fbra
D
McCorrison,
Nickerson, If .................. 3
easterly on said Starrett's and others nished
States, the undersigned Arthur O
11 JAMES ST , City
85 tf all kinds of heaters. C E GROTTON
on the northwesterly side of the
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
line to the woods or fence west of the
138 Camden St. Tel. 1091 W
79-tf
Plcher as Receiver of The Rockland
road leading from Searsmont to
woods; thence northerly following the
AVAILABLE June 10. four-room fur
National
Bank
of
Rockland.
Maine.
STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
D A H hard coal, egg, stove, nut
39 9 24 8 I will offer at public sale to the highest
Union over Appleton Ridge; thence
fence 12 rods to stake and stones; nished apt. elec refrigerator, automa
northwesterly by said McCorrison
thence easterly parallel with Harvey tic heat and hot water. Tel. 318-W. $14 per ton. del Household soft coal
I
Effective June 20 to September 15, Inclusive
Camden
I bidder or bidders for cash, at the
per ton. del. Nut size New River soft,
land to the pond; thence south
Cutler's line and 12 rods from said MRS FROST
79-tf $8
Read Down
ab bh po a Knox County Court House. Rockland,
not screened $9 ton del.; screened. $10
westerly by said pond to the road
line until It strikes the land of Thomas
c
1 n o Maine, on July 31. 1940 at 10 o’clock
Ask for swap for cash
FOUR-room apartment to let, 6V ton del
leading to the L C. Johnson house;
Dally
Miller. 3b ........ ......
Merry;
thence
northerly
on
said
Dally
°
1 z J I A M the remaining assets of the said
thence southeasterly on said road
Except
Sun.
Merry's line to stake and stones; modern Apply at Oamden and Rock ttekets M B * C O PERRY. 519 Malt
Except sun.
Heald, 2b ........................ 5
0 Rockland National Bank of Rockland
79-tf
land Water Co . TEL 634
79-tf St- Tel 487
to the Appleton Ridge road; thence
Sun.
Only
thence
westerly
on
said
Merry
s
line
Sun.
Only
q Maine, consisting of real estate, bills
Woodward, cf ................ 5
northeasterly on said Ridge road
and widow Nancy L Boggs' line to
HOUSE to let all modern on Chest
, receivable,
Judgments.
and
other
AJH.PJ1I.AJH.
A.M.P.M.I’.M.
to
a
wire
fence
at
the
southwester
the
town
road;
thence
on
said
road
0
11
Baum, c ..................
3
nut St RUBENSTEIN. Tel 1285, An
J choses ln action and chattels less such
4.30 t.15 8.00 Lv.
ly end of a fleld cleared and culti
Ar. 1135 7.00 5.35
to the northerly side of the James tique Shop.
75-tf
Items or articles as may be paid or
Lord, ss .......................... 3 1 2
vated by Estelle S Oakes from the
Matthews new barn; thence easterly
5.40 3.30 9.10 Lv.
Ar. 10.55 6.00 4.35
otherwise
disposed
of
prior
to
the
THREE-room furnished apartment to
Simmons
pasture,
so-called;
thence
Wadsworth,
lb
..............
3
ar.d
southerly
around
both
barns
to
said
date
of
sale
herein
mentioned.
A
6.50 4.40 10.20 Lv.
Ar, 9.50 5.00 3.25
northwesterly by said wire fence to
the place of beginning; being same let private flush; telephone 57 CRES
CAMP for sale at Lermond Pond.
Richards. If .................. 3
descriptive list of the remaining as
________
79-tf South Hope, two rooms, screened
a corner of said fence; thence
11.30 Ar.
7.50,
2.13
land and premises set off to Sarah CENT ST . City.
Lv. 8.45
sets so offered for sale may be In
Crockett, rf
northeasterly by a wire fence
W
Davis
by
commissioners
appointed
porch,
sandy beach, outboard motor
ROOMS to let at 15 Grove St. Tel
spected by prospective purchasers at
Read Up
marking the northwesterly side of
to divide the estate of James Matthews 579-W MRS FLORA COLLfLNS. 79-tf and boat. $300. TEL Camden 2257
Cole, p........
The First National Bank of Rockland.
said fleld to a stone wall at the
deceased,
subject
to
all
the
reserva

87*P9
Rockland. Maine, and at the office
FURNISHED, two-room apartment
VINALHAVEN LINE
northeasterly end of said fleld;
tions set forth ln the report of said
thc Receiver of The Rockland Na
COTTAGE lots for sale, at Ingra
thence southeasterly by said wall
35 9 27 9 of
commissioners ln the division of said with bath. FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park St- hams
STEAMER w. S. WHITE
tional Bank of Rockland. Maine, on
Hill.
G
A
TARR.
City
8d*88
Tel. 330.
70-tI
to Ridge road; thence northeaster
estate.
i Bath ........ :.... 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 3—5 all business days up to and Including
Read Down
ly by said road to place of /begin
Reserving and excepting from the
SMALL cottage for sale. Ingraham
FURNISHED apartments with hath to
the
date
of
thc
said
sale
between
the
j Camden ...... 20001021 x—6
ning. reserving the spring with four
above premises that portion of the let. V. F STUDLEY. 77 Park St., Tel Hill; water, lights. Inquire 10 KNOX
Dally
.
Daily ,
of 9 a. m. and 3 p. m
feet around It and right of way to
same heretofore conveyed to Henrv L 330 or 1154.
84-89
Runs, Moulton, Perry, Fortier, hours
79-tf ST. Thomaston
Except
Fxcepl^- Dally
According to law. said remaining
it
It
being
the
same
spring
from
Russell
by deed dated August 28 1890.
Sat. A teg Excepts
Sat. A teg Daily
! Brown, Nickerson, Miller, Heald 2. assets cannot be sold otherwise than
COTTAGE at Aah Point for sale or
which John Davis formerly con
and recorded In Knox Registry of
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
without
recourse
and.
without
war

to
let.
furnished
Inquire
76
PARK
veyed water through a lead pipe
! Woodward 2, Richards. Two base ranty of any kind or’character, and
Deeds. Book 85. Page 405
82 tf
Thomas H. Elliot, regional direc ST. after 3pm
A.M.A.M.P.M.
A.M.A.M.P.M.A.M.
to his house. The above being the
And whereas the condition of salt'
hits. Perry, Lewis. Richards. Errors, subject to the approval of the Comp
same premises conveyed to Ste
mortgage has been broken:
tor of the federal wage-hour divi
COTTAGE to let at beautiful In
5.00 *8.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. RflfKI.AM),
Ar. 9.45 11.45 5.30
' Stevens, Lewis, Perry, Nickerson, troller of the Currency of the United
phen J. Gushee by Estelle S Oakes
Now, Therefore, by reason of the
graham’s Hill; six rooms, good beds;
If approved, the sale will be
9.05
j Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
I
I
I
by deed dated December 18, 1907
breach of the condition thereof I claim sion reports that more than 10.000 city water.
A E BRUNBERG. Tel.
! Cole, Lord 2, Miller, Wadsworth. States.
completed under the terms of a gen
employes in New England states 197-W or 151-W. City.
and recorded Knox County Reg
6.15 10.00 3.30 9.15 Ar. VINALHAVEN,
Lv. 8.30 10.30 4.15
a foreclosure of said mortgage.
79-tf
Struck out, by Lewis 11, by Cole eral order of court dated June 19, 1940.
istry,
Book
143.
Page
281.
”
Dated
at
Warren.
Maine,
the
fifteenth
excluding Connecticut, had been
Read Up
COTTAOE at Holiday Beach to let by
(Signed)
i 11. Base on balls, off Lewis 4; off
day of July. A. D 1940,
ROBERT
A.
WEBSTER.
paid $152,425 In wages Illegally month or season; lights, spring water;
* New York train connection Saturday only.
ARTHUR G RICHER.
Deputy Sheriff.
Cole 1 Umpires, Graffam and RichNIVEN C CRAWFORD
shore lot. Tel '’Tt-Vt or 625 U5 Park
Receiver.
78-tf
85-T-91
85-T-01 Withheld under the wage-hour law. at., city
e8*ti
^Jardson Scorer, Blanchard.
)
8S-T-W

SENTER#CRANE'S
Sale Ot

Sheerine

Rainwear

e

In Everybody’s Column FOR SALE

LOST AND FOUND

WANTED

MISCELLANEOUS

Twilight League

TO LET

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB. CO.

Summer Cottages

VINALHAVEN
MRS OSCAR C. LANE
Correspondent

Page Five
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Every-Other-Day

Want Lower Tolls
And People of Deer Isle
and Vicinity Will
Attend Hearing

CIVIL WAR VETERANS

Softball League

Vinalhaven Lions

(Continued from Page Two)
12 41 13 17 .415
Dowling. Snow’s,
11 39 7 16 410
Oney, A. & P..
13 42 10 17 .405
Topping, Snow's
McCarty, Perry's, 13 50 14 21 .402
9 30 10 12 .400
A. Wink, Amoco,

Meet At Lee Shore Country
Club and Hear Of
Census-Taking

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M., over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG, Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.

In view of the coming public
After skipping one scheduled
Miss Nina Gerald who was guest
meeting which fell on the Fourth
of Miss Eugenia Carver went Sat hearing called by the Maine Public
That Chocolate Mint Parfalt we ion, August).
Amocos Grab Two More
of July the Vinalhaven Lions Club
urday to ^pston Enroute she visi- util|ties commission for Friday at
Two quarts blackberries. 1 cup
The Amocos continued to prove gathered ln renewed strength and told you was Gertrude Lawrence's
ted her anut Mrs. Minnie Tolman
favorite must be blossoming forth Welch's Grape Juice. 6'4 cups 12
themselves the class of the league
the
Deer
Isle
Town
Hall,
thc
Deer
in South Portland.
Interest at Lee Shore Country' Club on dlnrer tables all over New Eng I and :,t pounds) sugar, 1 cup bottled
by pushing aside two more victims Thursday
night and after refresh land for the telephone rings and pectin.
Mrs. Ernest Claytcr passed the Isle Messenger asked the State
Sunday,
the
Indies
taking
an
11
to
ing the Inner man with one of the post cards arrive asking for
weekend with her son Ernest, Jn Highway Commis,:on for figures
Crush thoroughly or grind fully
1
drubbing
ln
the
first,
and
Perry's
shewing the comparison of income
Hostess Summers' delightful shore further details. It's simple as any' ripe blackberries. Place them in a
Fairfield.
Markets
receiving
the
first
coat
of
dinners, held their first meettng of
Allen Sawyer of Rockland was and expense of the Deer Isle-Sedgwhite wash ln the second, 9 to 0. the new year, under the direction thing. Vanilla ice cream, then, jelly eloth or bag and squeeze out
in town IFriday to attend the fu wick Bridge for the year which has
creme de menthe ithe non-alco- the Juice. Add thc grape Juice an.1
Ed.
Lynch
returned
to
the
wars
of the hew board of offiers elected holic variety may be used) then | then mea-ure.juices to make 4 cups
neral ol his stepmother Mrs. Eliza just closed and the estimate of ex
to team up with his last years run
panses
fir
the
second
fiscal
year
ln
June.
fudge sauce, and repeat till the 5 of liquid. Combine sugar and juice
Brown.
ning mate Bisbee, and turned ln
One of the new committees ap parfalt glasses are filled and you in a large saucepan and mix toMrs. Sophronia Beggs of Rcck Just started. Chief Engineer Lua very efficient job in the opener
dut
D.
Barrows
of
the
Highway
pointed for this year was in charge
land is guest of Miss Sophronia
by scattering six hits through as of catering with Lion A. C. Chris have a delectable marbled effect gether Bring to a boil quickly and
Commission replied:
at cnce add thc pectin, stirring
Tolman.
many innings. The Indies lone tie as chairman and naturally Lion of creamv white, dark brown and constantly.
"We
e'tlmate
that
the
income
j
Then bring to a full
green.
Capt. ard Mrs. Clarence Sim
run came in the sixth on a doubt Christie was anxious to have his vivid
required
at
the
Deer
Ls
’
.
e-Sedgwick
If the creme de menthe Isn't on , rolling boil and bcil rapidly for halt
mons of Toledo. Ohio were guests tell bridge for the fiscal year end
ful triple by Payson and an in first assignment go off in a smooth the pantry shelf Mrs. Herbert' a minute. Remove frem heat, skim
Sunday of Capt. and Mrs. George ing June 30. 1941 will be $37,009.00 J
field out . The Amocos as usual,
and satisfactory manner. Imagine Rowland of Pine Orchard. Conn , and pour quickly Pour paraffin
Lawry.
started off In high gear in the
The interest requirements amount
sent us the best recipe for Honey on hot Jelly at once. This recipe
Rev. and Mrs. William Hutchison to $19,480 CO, maturity of bonds |
first inning, by whacking out five his surprise and consternation when Mint Sauce. It’s a little like will make about 11 six-ounce Jelly
of Cleveland. Ohio arrived Wed $6,000. and ccst of operation and
hits for four runs. Fred Wink led he balanced the account to find boiled icing, fluffy, delectable fla- glasses
nesday at their cottage for the re maintenance, $11,520.33.
the attack with three doubles, J he was $5 short, with a haunting vered and sea green In color. Lus
MENU
mainder of the Summer.
"During the first year the bridge
that aided In the last seven runs. i suspicion he had lost, the fiver. cious over any ice cream If you
Break last
Frantic
search
of
all
pockets
and
Mrs Jennie Holbrook of Dor was operated the receipts were
I ; The Champs also continued their j
don’t go in for parfalts but espec Shredded Wheat with Raspberries
chester. Mass.. Is expected Su"day $40,503.95
On June 1st cf this
| fine fielding, making only two places where a five-dollar bill ially nice with chocolate or vanilla.
Corn Muffins
might
hide
failed
to
produce
it
and
to visit her sister Mrs. Henry New year, the last date for which we
I errors, neither of which figured in
Serve Honey Mint Sauce on warm
Bacon
bert.
have a report, there was a balance
the scoring. Bisbee really went to Alec's hair had just begun to turn squares of chocolate cake, or over
•Blackberry and Grape Jelly
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mona of $7,157.41 in the operating ac
■ ' town in the second game, by hand- white when link Sanborn tendered apple dowdy . . . Oh. it’s one of
Coffee
ghan have returned to Green’s count. No bonds were retired dur
| i ing out a meager four hits, and the flve spot which he had picked those discoveries you'll really en
Lunrh
up
from
the
floor,
when
it
slipped
Island after spending a week with ing the first year of operation and
; hurling the first shutout of the
joy. Buy a vial cf oil of pepper
Toasted Friend's Bakrd
through
Lion
Christie's
fingers.
Mr. Monaghan's mother at Ten the maintenance costs were low.
I season. Only one man saw third.
mint if your herb garden doesn't
Bean Sandwiches
ants Harbor.
The provision for maintenance
| when Perry followed Duff's single The first five-dollar bill, by the yield the "makings." And speak
Piccalilli
way,
to
achieve
that
signal
honor.
Recent arrivals at Rockaway Inn: must take care of large items
' i with a two bagger in the third,
ing of oils, having bought oil of
Midco Ice Cream with
A
report
by
Lion
F.
B.
Sellers
on
Mabel R. Coffey, Constance B which occur every few years, such ,
but Glover was an easy out to end
clove and oil of cinnamon for
•Honey Mint Sauce
Stark. New York; Mary C. N Deane. as painting, and balances must be I
I the threat. Rackllff made it a the organization of the Fisher making the kind of watermelon
Tet lev Ti’.i
mans
Protective
Association,
to
Middlebury. Vt.; John P Deare. accumulated ln previous years to
rind pickle that stays clear and
ball game for three Innings, but
Dinner
take
care
of
expenses
like
this
which
Lion
Sellers
had
been
as

Beloit. Wis.; Sidrey N. Deane.
jade green, we tried a touch of both
Broiled Ham with Pineapple
was tagged tor four hits and as
which
could
not.
of
course,
be
Northampton. Mass.; Mr. and Mrs
Creamed Potatoes, Parsley
many runs ln the fourth, and gave signed. revealed the fact that this for flavoring cupcake icing. It’s
I. E. Goss. Portland; Hazel R. Go's. handled from the excess of any
new organization is to be. reckoned delicious, only use a medicine drop
Wax Beans
up
five
singles
and
a
double
for
Center Ossipee. N. H.; Mrs -D, C. one year's revenues over charges
with as a constructive force in the per or you'll find the Icing too
Ice <Box Butter Buns
three
more
in
the
sixth.
Bar
Lord
Greenlaw. Belfast; Eugene D. Hus for that year."
"hot". A touch of cinnamon Is
Green Salad
cuffed four straight singles to lead life of this fishing community.
sey and Frank W. Hussey. Win- , Much interest is being shown in
Lion O. V. Drew of the program very good in iced chocolate. Have
•Tip Top Orange Nut Cake
the
hitters
in
this
game
Albert
throp. Mass.; Luella F Smith. Med- ; the hearing which has been called
committee
introduced
Melvin
you tried that? And do you add
Iced Coffee
Wink had a perfect day with two
in response to a petition of citizens
ford. Mass.
•Recipes given.
for two in each game. Tlie scores: Gould of Madison and Augusta, a faint whiff of vanilla to iced cof
Miss Lillian Ross, who has been ! asking fcr a reduction of tolls, and
who is ln charge of tihe taking of fee when it’s to be served with
Indies
visiting her father, James Ross, | a large crowd is expected to atthe U. S. Census in the Third Con. eream? It's subtle and different.
Upper left, Joseph Oliver: upper right, Peter Prork; lower left,
ab r bh po a
|
tend
—
Deer
Isle
Messenger.
returned Sunday to Boston.
gressional District, and has been Honey Mini Sauce
Norman Marsh; lower right. J. C. Fuller.
N Connon, r .
3 0 0 2 0
(From Mrs. Herbert Rowland of
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Smith and
spending his vacation at Ledge
Note: Peter Prork is Rockland's sole surviving Civil War veteran. Now Payson, c ___
2
daughter Nathalie of Portland, ar TENANT’S HARBOR
Lodge. His remarks were prefaced Pine Orchard, Conn.).
an inmate at Togus.
H. Talbot. 3b
1
One cup honey, 2 egg whites,
rived Sunday and guests of Mr B'ble School Program
by a warm and enthusiastic tribute
Wotton, lb ......... 3
0
and Mrs. Oscar C. Lane.
to the scenic beauties and vacation few drops green coloring, a little
Boynton,
p
........
3
0
The annual session cf two weeks rrl , i r
FAMILY
I may or may not have been a coin
Miss Alice Reeve and Mrs. Ada
opportunities of this island town, spearmint.
1
Daily Vacation Bib!< School closed , 1 Ot?U OCOTe, Ulie
cidence that he left town the next Jameson. 2b ....... 3
Heat the honey and make like
Joyce of Newton. Mass., Mr. and Friday,
and to the cordial treatment given
and that night the students,
J.
Talbot,
ss
......
2
0
j morning.
REUNIONS
Mrs Guy Reeve and nephew of presented a fine program under the
to him and his family by the in belled fresting, adding the color
Thomas. If .......... 2
0
and flavor last. Keeps well.
Miami. Florida, passed the weekend leadership of Miss Anna Koch of
habitants.
His
talk
on
the
taking
What
Don
Patterson
Anderson, cf ...... 2
2
at "Set-O-Sun." Shore Acres.
of the Census was interesting in Tip Tcp Orange Nut Cake
UNION
West Harpswell. who has been con
Monroe, rf .......... 2
0
Planned To Do, and thc
One cup seedless raisins. 44 cup
Lloyd Calderwood of Gardiner ducting the school, with thc as
the extreme and punctuated with
Mrs. Bertha Bryant and Mrs. Lila
returned home Sunday after a visit sistance of Rev and Mrs. Newell
humorous stories connected with nutmeats. rind 1 medium orange.
Net Result
Burrlll attended the funeral of E.
26
1
6
18
6
3
with his father Clinton Calder J Smith. Other helpers were: Miss
j the great undertaking. King Lion 44 cup Land O' Lakes Butter. 1 cup
G Simmons held Thursday in Oak- Amoco
wood.
e | Olidden also called on Dr. Harry sugar. 2 eggs. 1 teaspoon vanilla, 1
Arlene Falla. Mrs. Lawrence Watts.
What few devotees of trap land.
ab
r
bh
po
a
Mrs. Walter Black went Sunday Mrs.
0 | Reed of Lisbon Falls who respond- cup sour milk. 1 teaspoon soda. 2
Cameron.
Miss Blanche j shooting that could be rounded up
Miss Pauline C. Young ls home j Lord, cf
to Farmington.
Chaples. Mrs Elizabeth Inabinet. on short notice took their guns firm Massachusetts for the Sum-j F. Wink. 3b ..... 4
0 ' ed briefly. Other guests were Har- cups flour, 44 teaspoon salt
Combine the raisins, nutmeats
Mrs. C. S Roberts and chUdren. and Mr. Smith was assisted in the and other shooting paraphanalia mer.
0 I vey H Webster of Winter Haven,
i Sullivan, lb
„. 4
and orange rind and put through
Mrs Ella Hylar.d ot Rockland were manual training department at to "Cal Vinals Field" on the North
0
I
Fla
.
H.
E
Boman
of
Lisbon
Falls,
Wilson Merriam who is ill was Welch, ss ............ 4
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs F. times bv Lawrence Watts. Sessions Haven road last Sunday and blast
p Malcolm Hopkins of Worcester. the meat chopper using medium
cf a good turn recently . Day. c ......__....... 3
L. Roberts.
were held at the New Industrial ed the atmosphere for a couple of i recipient
I j Mass.. G. Ernest Arey and Slgvard knife Combine the butter, sugar CROCKETT FAMILY
when members of the Odd Fellows' Bisbee. 2b ........ 3
and eggs, and beat all together very'
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Sanborn of School.
. Meline of Vinalhaven.
Will hold their annual reunion
hours, and even if the scores were ledge to wh;<:. M: Merriam belongs. Brackett. If ........ 0
thoroughly; If an electric mixer is
Waterville, passed the weekend
The handiwork of the children not very' high the fun and excite | held
0
j
The
next
meeting
will
be
held
Sunday. July 28 at the St. Clair
a "hoeing bee" at his farm. 1 Mazzeo. If .......... 2
used,
beat
3
minutes.
Add
remain

with Mr. Sanborn’s parents Mr. was remarkable. Some of the pupils ment was.
A | in the G A R. rooms where the ing ingredients and blend by hand. cottage. Ash Point.
Bring box
Two horses with cultivators were j A Wink, r .......... 2
told Bible stories while others an
and Mrs. L. W. Sanborn.
Farm Bureau will serve the dinner. Add the first mixture and bake in lunch and cups, coffee will be
As usual Link Sanborn was high put through the fields, after which Shafter, rf
.... 3
swered
questions
taught
them
at
Mr. and Mrs. Henley Garner of
run and but for a doubts cross by hoeing was done with a will.
a loaf pan in a 30 degrees F. oven served. Lunch at 1 o'clock
Lynch, p
„.. 3
Skowhegan arrived Sunday to visit the school; many answered in uni O. V. Drew who was manipulating
Evelyn B Crockett. Sec.
for 40 minutes. As soon as cake
Mrs.
Ida
Hatch
of
Washington
Suomela,
cf
...........
2
0
0
2
0
son
thus
demonstrating
the
knowl

Mr. and Mrs. I. G. Calderwood at
88-90
the
trap
might
have
busted
all
25.
is
removed
from
the
oven
cover
and
sister.
Mrs.
Della
Achorn
and
32
11
13
21
7
2
E.
Crockett,
If
.......
2
0
0
2
0
their Summer home at Calder- edge received. Some cf the children He was closely followed by Am grandson of Biloxi, Miss, fwere
with
a
mixture
of
*i
cup
sugar
and
Indies
..................
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
—
1
Willis,
p
..................
2
2
2
0
1
have had perfect attendance for
wood's Neck.
brose Peterson. Jr„ shooting a $5 guests Saturday of Mr. and Mrs. Amoco .............. 4 0 2 1 4 0 x—11
24 5 7 21 6 6 nearly one-third cup orange Juice : OWL’S HEAD
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Hopkins four years. Miss Charlene Allen single barreled gun. and the gen J W Sayward.
mixed together Ovct this spread
.
Two base hits. F. Wink 3. Welch,
• Batted for Jenkins in seventh
Miss Frances Dolan of Haddon
* returned Sunday to Worcester, and Miss Darlene Watts each eral opinion is that give “Amby' a
Day. Shafter. Three base hits. Snow's..................... 0 0 3 0 2 0 x—5 L cup ground nutmeats. May be field. N J. and Miss Margaret
played
an
accordion
solo.
Mrs.
Laura.
Daniels
was
hostess
Mass., having been guests of rela
warm
cr
cpld
stTved
little
more
experience
and
a
real
Welch. Payson. Double plays. Welch Elks ........................ 2 0 0 0 0 0 0—2
Thursday to the W.C.T.U..
Miss Koch proved a successful
Swindell of Camden. N.J. have re
tives in town.
valuable instructor. While gun and he would make the other
Two base hits, Stevens, Dowling Ire Box Butter Buns
turned home after a visit witli Mrs.
Members of the Ladles’ Aid t« Sullivan: Thomas to H. Talbot.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Maihon of and
(From Ruth Morton of Cumber Earl Young.
here she was guest at the home of *>°VS shoot some to beat him. (Amby worked on articles tor the Red Base on balls, off Lynch 1, Boynton Three base hit, Willis. Home run,
Philadelphia were recent visitors Mrs. Alice Murphy.
has certainly come quite a way Cross at their recent meeting.
5. Umpires. Tripp and Freeman
DeVeber Sacrifice. Williams. Double land Center, Me )
Mrs. Gladys Blom of Criehaven
at the home of J H Roberts
One cake or packet quick veast. was recent guest of Mrs Sadie
Perry’s Markets
The following day the Sunday ■ since the time that he was shoot
plays. Small to Cates; Jenkins to
Miss Miriam Greenleaf has" em Schccl picnic was held at South ing rats up in Ed Carvers barn and
ab r bh po a e Felt’ to Chaples. Base on balls, off 2 tablespoons lukewarm water. '4 Stimpson
ployment at North Haven. .
Pond, "Sandy Shores" 3t Warren. 1 taking deliberate aim at a big rat. APPLETON
Perry. 2b ........
3 0 1 0 2 1 Arico 4. Struck out, by Arico 1. cups sugar. 2 cups warm milk. 1
Jesse and Philip Edgar of Had
Herman Holbrook went Thursday A large number attended.
egg. beaten. 1 teaspoon salt, 6 cups donfield. N. J. were weekend visi
| knocked one ot Ed's prize hens Ephraim G. Simmons
Olover. c .......
3
0 0 2 1 1 Umpires. Tripp and Freeman.
to Rockland called by the death of
sifted
bread
flour,
:,
i
cup
melted
•
•
♦
•
i kicking »
3 0 1 6 0 0
tors at the home of Misses Mil
Ephraim G Simmons. 88. died W. Connon, lb
his father Elmer Holbrook.
One of the newer devotees of the
The Amocos added another name fat (part butter).
2 0 0 3 1 1
dred and Dorothy Young.
July 15 at the home cf his daugh Anderson, 3b .
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Pratt t Jose NORTH HAVEN
Combine
yeast,
water
and
sugar.
I sport was Don Patterson of Buf- ter-in-law
Mrs. Clarence R. Sim McPhee. ss .......... 2 0 0 2 0 0 to the list of .430 hitters as Al Wink Wh$n dissolved, add milk. eggs.!
Mrs Charles Bader of Glaston ' falo and Don came down with the
phine Sellars) of Everett. Mass.,
0 0 1 0 0 came through with four Sunday to
Ninety-five percent of all bread
are expected Sunday for a short bury. Conn., and Mrs R. A St. ; firm intention of putting Nellie mons in Oakland after several years j Stevens, r............ 3
salt and part of the flour. Mix and
3 0 0 1 0 0 climb into the select circle. Gowell, add melted fat and rest of Hour. I fed to the patients of 12 leading
j Taylor, rf
Laurent of Manchester, Conn., Oakely and Dead Eye Dick to of failing health.
vacation.
Cuccinello
and
MoCarty
are
the
Mr.
Simmons
was
the
last
of
the
]
Duff,
cf
....
2
0
2
0
I
0
Mix until smooth, do not knead, hospitals of New York city ls white
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Clyde Ames and tisittd Mrs. Fred A Yeung at shame. The shoot was pretty well
2 0 0 0 2 0 other newcomers; while DeVeber, Cover, let stand ln refrigerator j bread.
daughter Hope of North Haven Young's Point. North Haven for over before Don appeared on th( family c.f the late Oliver and Almira Raekliff. p
Talbot,
K.
Olover,
Hodgkins
and
Wilev) Simmons of this place .After Keefe, If
2 0 0 3 0 0
overnight to get -stiff enough to
visited Sunday at the Ames farm. two weeks Dr and Mrs Watson scene and the score was announced the
Flore dropped out.
death of his wife several years j
Woodruff of Manchester, Conn., as follows. Sanborn 19. Peterson 18
Argentina now has five commerhandle. About four hours before
Calderwoods Neck.
The
champs
head
down
the
home
ago. he resided with his son. Dr
25 0 4 18 7 3
roils are needed, divide dough into I cial airlines,
Mr. and Mrs. WiUiam Bissett of and Silver Lake. N. H„ visited Mrs. Drew 12. M Hopkins 10, Gilchrist Clarence R Simmons and since the Amoco
stretch with a four-game lead over thirds. Roll each piece into a large ---------------Portland Mrs. Grace Boyde and Fred A Young at Young's Point, 8. For the benefit of those inter death of the doctor, had made his
ab r bh do a e the second place Texacos. They thin round and cut in 12 pie-shaped
(laughter of Philadelphia are guests North Haven.
ested. land we believe there will home with his daughter-in-law Valenta, If
2 2 1 0 0 0 could lose all their remaining nine wedges. Roll each piece from the
of Mr Bissetts mother. Mrs Mar
be many! we give "Gunner" Pat who tenderly cared for him in his Lord, 2b ...
4 1 4 4 3 0 games and be almost a cinch for thc outside toward center and place
garet Bissett.
Mrs Owen Treat and daughter terson's score in full:
declining years.
Sullivan, lb
3 1 2 5 0 1 playoff.
on greased pan, leaving at least an
Mr. and Mrs Howard McFarland of Boston, Mass., are guests of Mr.
00000. 09000, 00000. 1OOC0. 00000— 1
The battle still goes on for the inch between them. Allow to stand
Funeral services were held at the Welch, ss ........... 4 1 0 4 2 0
and son Howard of Belmont, Mass, and Mrs. Lafayette Smith.
Don's last words as he sailed home and the remains brought to F. Wink, 3b
playoff
positions.
Texaco,
Indies
4 1 2 2 0 0
3 hours in a warm place, covered,
are visiting Mr ar.d Mrs. Charles
Miss Edith Nickerson returned down the road ln a cloud of dust the family lot in Pine Orove ceme- Day, c
and Elks change positions constant then bake 12-15 minutes in a hot
4 0 2 4 0
MAKLS
Young
C|RCUS
Friday to Rockland.
were. "There's a shooting gallery tery. Committal services were held Bisbee p
44 0 2 0 1 00 ly. and there ls only a two-game dif oven <425 degrees F.l.
10 BIG y'CT
Priscilla Polk is guest of her aunt
out in Buffalo that is going to see at tlie grave. Rev Mr Kelley of Brackett, rf ........ 3 0 1 2 0 0 ference between second place and Blackberry and Grape Jelly
CUT-OUTS!
Vernard
Mr
Henan
Clifftfl
Mrs. Samuel Rich ai Isle au Haut.
NEVFRYPSCUtti
a lot of me from now on," and it Oakland and Warren officiating. A. Wink, r
sixth grm Saew's la not ye! cut of
1
From
Woman's
Home
Compan2
2
2
0
0
0
Vernard McHenan. 28. who died
Elmer Simmers went Sunday to
Leo, cf ................. 1 1 0 0 0 0 the picture, although It would take
at his home July 16. was born at
Portland.
almost a slean sweep for them to
Miss Patricia Tippett of Concord. Swan's Island, son of Mr and Mrs. |
31 9 16 21 6 1 make It.
N H. is guest of Mr and Mrs. Everett McHenan < Alice Ednie). ’
Howe Glover’s long lead in base
Amoco ........
1 1 0 4 0 3 x—9
Mr. McHiran was employed by the
1 Thomas Newbold.
hits was pared considerably over
Two
base
hits,
Valenta.
Perry.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Mishlal of Rockland and Vinalhaven Steam- !
THOSE EXTRAS IN
Sacrifices. Valenta. A. Wink. Stolen the last week, and now he has Fred
New York are at their Summer boat Co
Wink. MoCarty and Tall Connon
bases.
Lord.
Welch.
Double
plays.
CAMELS
ADD A LOT
Besides his parents he is sur
home at Granite Lkand
right on his heels.
I’D SIT OUT ANY
Welch to Lord to Sullivan. Struck
Arthur Calderwood of Quincy. vived by or.e sister Ruby M-Her.an
Felt of the Elks is leading the run
OF FUN TO SMOKING.
out by Bisbee 1. Raekliff 1. Base on scores with 23. with Fred Wink and
Mass., passed the weekend with his and one brother Gleason McHenan.
DANCE FOR A SLOW-1
balls, off Bisbee 2, Rackllff 4. Um Hart Talbot tied for second with 20
Funeral services were held at the
grandmother Mrs. Annie Calder
THAT EXTRA FLAVOR
pires. Tripp and Freeman
family residence Saturday. Rev. |
wood.
Bill Valenta ls a mile ahead with
BURNING CAMEL
Snow
’
s
5,
Elks
2
IS SWELL
Kenneth
Cook,
pastor
of
Union
Mr. and Mrs. William Hardey,
walks with 13.
Charley Willis turned in the best
who were guests at "The Moors” Church, officiated. There were
There were many who thought
pitching performance of the season that Payson’s triple was foul Sunday.
Fi1 arc's Island have returned to beautiful floral offerings. Inter
last night as he held the Elks to two Whether or no, it robbed Lynch of a
ment was in Ocean View cemetery.
|Roche.-ter. N. Y.
hits In chalking up the fourth shutout.
Avis Johnson returned Friday The bearers were Gerald Webb. ’
straight win for Snow’s 5 to 2. The
I toi Boston. She was accompanied Keith Carver. Arthur Calderwood
Four in a row for Snow’s Ship
Elks got the Jump in the first Inning yards, and they are just as hot as
to Rockland by Mrs. W. Y. Fossett. ard Herbert MacDonald.
when they scored two unearned runs the Amocos right now.
on a single and two errors, but after
The more you sec of this Jenkins
that they might as well have gone the more you like him. Possibly the
7
gfc
I home.
__ ... Steven’s.. double
.. ln the- fourth
- ,
best fielding shortstop in the league.
hivinnd n uree I And for those who sa> he cant hl1'
-WP-Tof the final Innings. Willis set them | hls average at the present ls .340
down in the one-two-three order. |_______ _________ ____________
I Charley also opened the winning,
New Under-arm
1 rally in the third with a triple I
L
I After Foley reached first on an error, j
| and was forced by Cates. DeVeber | Cream Deodorant
flammed a homer for the winning
safely
j \
j runs. Three more singles salted the
j game for Snow's ln the fifth as they Stops Perspiration
1
scored their final two runs. The
fielding of Jenkins at short continues
to be little short of sensational. The
score;

Kool-Aid

AT PARK THEATRE THURSDAY

PARK THEATRE TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY

Elks

Lampinen. r ........
Pelt, 2b ...............
Chaples, lb..........
Stevens, 3b ..........
Glover, c ..............
Shepherd, cf........
Jenkins, S3 ..........
Anderson, rf........
Sleeper, rf ..........
Williams, If..........
Cole, If .................
Arico, p....... -......
•Roes .............

ll

ab r bh po a
3 10 10
3 0 0 6 2
3 117 0
3 0 1 0 2
3 0 0 0 1
3 0 0 2 0
2 0 0 1 4
2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
10 0 10
0 0 0 0 0
2
1 0 0 0 0

26 2 2 18 9 2
Snow s

In private life Wendy Barrie, above, enjoyed all the advantages of
wealth until she entered motion pictures, in her late teens. Thereafter at
times she knew poverty and privation before sucrett and recognition rame
to her. Now, in “Crosa Country Romance," her leading role just exactly
It’s a case of Two Babes in the Woods when John Shelton and Lana reverses the situation—and she plays the part of a girl of wealth w ho runs
■(Turner essay marriage in a great metropolis on an offiee worker’s salary. ' away from it all in order to share the struggles of a young doctor with

I \

x

e
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Foley, rf .............
Cates, 3b ..............
DeVeber. r ..........
Dowling, 2b..........
Frye, c .................
[Here they are pictured In a scene from “We Who Are Young," dramatic whom she has fallen In love. The doctor is played by Gene Raymond, who) Small, ss
| Is co-starred with Miss Barrie in the RKO Radio production.
V. Crockett, lb.....
I tory uf a pair of newlyweds and their etruggle for existence

3
3
3
3
3

GET THE “EXTRAS” WITH SLOWER-BURNING

1. Doe*

not tot dresses, does
not irritate skin.

2. Nowaitingtodry.Canbeuscd
right after shaving.
3. Instantly stops perspiration
for Ito} days. Removes odor
from perspiration.
4. Apure,white,greaseless,stain
less vanishing cream.
5. Arrid has been awarded the
Approval Sea I of the American
Institute of Laundering for
being harmless to fabrics.

25 MILLION jara of Arrid
have been told. Try a jar today I

Al all atore* Milina toilet goM

ICC’

CAMELS
THE CIGARETTE OF COSTLIER TOBACCOS

EXTRA MILDNESS

EXTRA coolness
EXTRA FLAVOR

In recent laboratory tests. Camels burned
25% ilower than the average of the 1$
other of the largest-selling brands tested—
slower than aay of them. That means,
on (be average, a smoking plus equal to

5

EXTRA SMOKES PER PACK!

Every-Other-Uay
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fervor occurring towards the close.
Laconia. N. H., where they are to
Mr. Balokovic responded with an
! spend a few days with relatives.
encore, also beautifully played.
Senator and Mrs. Albert Elliot
He was ably accompanied by Mr.
1 and Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Carroll
«««»
Baerwald who also did notably fine
ftftftft
I entertained members of the We Two
work in the first program number.
JUNE COTE
SHIRI-EY T. WILLIAMS
j Club Saturday night at the Elliot
Mr.
Baerwald enjoys a brilliant
Correspondent
Correspondent
cottage at Bird's Point. A social
reputation as accompanist as well
evening of games was concluded
ftftftft
ftftftft
as being a soloist of note. Since
with a lunch. Those present were
1922 he has appeared in America
Tel. 190
Tel. 713
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Stcne. Mr. and
and Europe as accompanist and
Mrs. Warren Knights. Dr. and Mrs.
partner of such artists as Mme.
There ,were four tables at the Philip R. Greenleaf, Mr. and Mrs. |
Miss Pauline Marsh of Bangor
A capacity audience in which and Mr. Baerwald. It ls conceded Cahier, Miseha Elman nnd Baloko
Forrest
Grafton
and
the
newest
meeting of the Contract Club Fri
has been guest a few days of Miss were noted many distinguished by m^ny that the "high light" of vic. and also appearing in recitals
day afternoon at the Levansaler members, Lt. and Mrs . Edward
Margaret Crockett.
musicians and members of the the program were the Sicillenne and and as soloist with orchestras.
Marks.
house. Mrs. Blanche McIntyre and
Miss Mabel Ebert returns tomor Summer colony, as well as repre Grave movements, the former hav
The large and active committee
Mrs. Walter W Wood and chil
Mrs. Lottie Spear of Warren were
row to Newark. N. J., after a visit sentative music lovers from Cam ing a haunting poignancy despite in charge of the activity was head
substitutes, and highest scores dren. Jchn and Betty of Roosevelt,
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. den and adjacent towns, paid will its swinging rhythm, and the ed by Mrs. Griffin Oribbel of Rock
were held by Mrs. Lee Walker. Mrs. N. Y., are guests of Mrs. C. M
I Frederick Ebert.
ing tribute to a group of highly 'Grave'' with the violin against a port and Philadelphia and the
Arthur Elliot, Mrs. McIntyre and Thomas, at the family home on
Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick and gifted artists tn a concert at the somber piano and a serious back gratifying results well repay the
Mrs. Fred Campbell of Warren. Gleason street.
Deputy Sheriff Ernest M. Gray Camden Opera House Friday night, ground furnished by the Quartet. untiring effort made by the com
Next Friday the club is observing Harold L. Armstrong
have been investigating breaks over given for the benefit of the Ameri The parts were stirring in their mittee as a whole.
its third anniversary and luncheon
—By Gladys St. Clair Heistad
Funeral
services
will
be
held
to'
the weekend. The door of the Tal can Red Cross, Camden Com beauty, both ln construction and
will be served at the home of Mrs.
munity Hospital and the District presentation.
morrow
at
2
o'clock
from
10
W
’
Ster
bot-Stevenson
Insurance
Agency
Karl Nortons, of Waldoboro.
Miss Davis’ appearance was
street for Harold L. Armstrong. I
A street scene in Friendship.—Photo by Dow.
was forced open, but nothing had Nursing Association.
Mrs. Edward P. Ahern has re who died Sunday at York, follow
Probably no more brilliant con eagerly anticipated. Heralded as
been taken, although the place had
turned home after a visit at Fair- ing a brief Illness. Mr. Armstrong
' been ransacked. The offices of Dr. cert has ever been presented in a successful concert artist and
field with Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge was born in Rockland Jan 7, 1905.
W. Lee Dickens and Dr. Frederick this part of the East, as it brought opera singer, nationally established,
Patterson.
son of Marcine and Edna Davis
i Powers also were entered but together a galaxy of artists who she lived up to ail expectations,
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Perkins re Armstrong.
have won both national and in- i Young and charming in manner,
I nothing taken.
ftftftft
turned to Newport Sunday after
Alf Elden Tells of Increas Mrs. Mabel (Small) Crespl of ternatlonal fame—namely, Zlatko beautifully gowned ln white. She
He had resided in Thomaston a ;
News Items from all of the Pa
two weeks' visit with Dr. and Mrs. number of years and was a rigger I
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
i Cherryfield, former English teach- Balakovle. violinist; Hellmut Baer- j proved herself the ideal concert ar
ing Cormorants and
by trade, having worked a number
E. R. Biggers.
er at Camden High School, visited wald. pianist; Carlos Salzedo. harp- tist, displaying a voice of real
here.
Their Habits
Mr. and Mrs. John Singer of of years in Thomaston with Samfriends in tewn Sunday accompan- 1st; The Curtis String Quartet; and beauty. Her group of songs was
Boston are visiting relatives here uel Miller. At the time of his J
led bv her husband and child.
J Agnes Davis, soprano, who had as well chosen to show her versatility
Meenhaga Grange of Waldoboro
"Sure.'' said a Penobscot Bay
and in Rockport, during a vacation. death he was employed at the ]
The annual meeting of the Red her accompanist. Edith Evans ln projection, both in opera and
will hold its annual lawn party
in
concert.
It
was
.a
happy
substi

Portsmouth
Navy
Yard
Cross
will
be
held
Thursday
nightI
Braun.
These
great
artists,
all
fisherman
as
he
tossed
hls
day's
Leslie Clark and Miss Hope Far
Survivors are the widow, Laura
7 30 at the Y M C A Officers Summer residents of Camden or tution in her group to present a July 31 at the home of Altbn Winirington of Portland were guests
catch up on to Feyler's wharf at at
A Carter Armstrong; a son. Rob
will be elec’ed and reports of war 1 Rockport, with the exception of song by Mr. Barbar who is well chenbach.
• • • •
Sunday of Mrs. Lucy Clark.
ert; a daughter, Elaine; hls father;
I Rockland, the shag are coming production work being done at St. Miss Davis, gave their services for known in Camden and vicinity
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Green of two half-sisters and one halfSeven Tree Grange of Union was
I
through
Summer
visits.
I back. s™ a dozen of ’em this Thomas Parish House will be given I the most worthy cause, a generosiWatertown, Mass., are visiting Fred brother.
Miss Davis' finest work was done invited to visit Washington Grange
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Powers fho visi-1 ty that represents many hundreds
Redman.
Rev. Donald F Perron of the
ln Mrs. Braun's exquisite song Saturday night and confer the third
We have heard more than one ' morning over by North Haven and | ted friends ln town over the week-1 of dollars.
Mrs. Donald Piston and daugh Baptist Church will officiate at the person say that New York Ls Maine ! the boys say they have seen 'em end. have returned to Everett. Mass i it is almost beyond comprehen which she gave with sensitive un and fourth degrees on four candidats. Members to the number of
ter, Miss Barbara Jane, of Fresno, funeral service and interment will conscious ln use of cook books. But . ub the river as far as Belfast." Shag
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Calif, who have been visiting rela be in the Thomaston Cemetery.
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Yorkt
City^have
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recent gusets | ] artists could be combined for one of applause which was bestowed a pleasant time
tives in Friendship, and Lewis
program, and perhaps lt might not at the close Included the composer
who would extend his knowledge
of Mr. and Mrs. w. J men.
Orant of Friendship, were recent
of Maine's culinary art. the New ; name for 1116 cormorant. And it, Mre Albertle Oeorge will enter- have been possible at this time had who was at the piano. Miss Davis,
dinner guests of Mrs Lena Delano
York Public Library offers at its is one of the most surprising things tain the Methodist Ladles' Aid not the paramount object of the j called back many times, gave as SOUTH HOPE
at Beach Inn, Jncolnvllle, Beach.
Information desk, in addition to in the history of the bird life of , Wednesday at 2 oclock. at her activity been the Red Cross whose , an encore. "The Little ShepherdMiss Charlotte Robbins is em
The annual K. of P picnic will I
'rSSSc'liS
M‘‘n'
’nd Mrs. Charles Corkum and need today is greater than ever be- ' ess." a Finnish folksong. Mrs. ployed for two weeks at the Warren
be held Friday at Sandy Shores!
fore in its history. In addition to | Braun's
accompaniments
were telephone office.
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I.TTIA G CHAMPMBT
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Thecbault of the fund realized from the sale of | beautifully done, with a subtle
with picnic supper at 6.15. Mrs
Mrs Addie Robbins of Appleton
Anne Grafton, Mrs. Elizabeth Graf
Correspondent
individual contributions sympathy, yet never lacking ample is guest of her son. R. E. Robbins
form by groups of women all over | In 1908 the “ly known place Melrose. Mass., were weekend guests tickets.
ton and Mrs Mertie Grover com- I
the State? Such a list was pre- along the Maine coast where these ol Mr. nrd Mrs. ByTOn N Corkutn were solicited, and lt was with both'. She was handsomely gowned and family.
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. 1 at theii S immer home, Belfast signal gratification that lt was an in gray. Both she and Miss Davis
Mr. and Mrs. Artist Pease of
prise the committee.
pared not long ago by James E . birds were known to breed was at i road
Tel. 2220*
Rockland were callers Sunday at
nounced from the stage at inter were presented with flowers.
George Cross recently went to
Gourley. Tlie first cook book menHorse Ledge near Isle au
Miss A-dine Oilman of Maiden. mission that the returns already
It is always an event to hear Mr. S. B. Lerinond s.
the Veterans’’ Hospital tn Togus for !
tioned tn this list is that prepared [
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Mrs. Eleanor Payson is at her
Salzedo. who is one of the most
Mrs. Manasseh W Spear. Mrs. by ,he ladies of the Christian Haut- In 1932 h0*e'er an extend- Mass., is visiting Miss Ttresa Arau. stood at $3,650.
treatment.
Mr.
and
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Wahlquist
It may have been. too. that the versatile artists Imaginable, not home in Hope and visiting other
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Quincy, Mass., are visiting Miss payson have returned from New* is The Reliable Recipes of the Busi- Society officials disclosed that the ;
Miss Annie Ginn of Providence
Eliza Whitney.
Hampshire where they attended 3 I ress and Professional W omen s cormorants occupied more than ' Mrs Olive Young
this paramount object, as they per- a pianist of note, and a composer
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Of ;£7ed as lf insPlred' each at hls of harp compositions definitely spent the past week with Mr. and
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Miss Mabel Hills and Miss Mar
Concerto Opus 21.
Chausson so has appeared as guest conduc
Ralph Crawford.
spending a vacation with his
for violin and piano with string
garet Taylor of Waltham, Mass.,
tor
with
symphony
orchestras
and
Mrs. Katherine C Seavey of Med- , mother Mrs Irene pierce. Lime- offer their recipes to their inter- Island, near Machias Bay, one of
Mrs. Walcott Henry arrived Sunquartet accompaniment
were recent visitors at the home of
ford. Mess., who has been visiting rocg street
ested sisters. There is also the these breeding colonies contains ! day from Cincinnati, to spend the D^'fleSictiienntv Grave Rm Anime operatic organizations, and has Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Taylor.
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guests Friday of Mrs. Fred Snow Book of Dorcas Dishes made up of
Daybreak.
Harl McDonald
was
in
the
role
of
harpist,
perhaps here recently
heme.
Samuel Barber
M^s Pauline Gillchrest 'if Water- Daisies.
neclpes contributed by the Dorcas and the cormorant are friendly yet
Mrs. W. B. Fish, Mrs. Lizzie Caven
Jean Manville, who acts Mary and Miss Freda Snow at their cot- , Society
The
tea
has
covered
her
face.
the
one
he
is
best-loved
in.
that
of Buxton, the Dorcas re the gull is practically the only bird ; bore
spendir-: two weeks with
Edith Evans Braun he appeared in this concert, and and Miss Frances Caven of Rock
Herries in "Kind Lady." the third tage at Ballard Park.
cipes taken from Kate Douglas to rob the cormorant to any exent.
Richard Hageman
land visited Thursday with Mrs. W.
6iapdParents- Mr. and Mrs At the W’ell.
play of the series of The Pine Tree
Mrs. Hollis Wooster of Rochester. Wiggin's book, put out by "Good _
once again he displayed his im W. Lermond at the Fish farm.
Miss Davis
,
j ,
j
Fred Gillchrest.
Stagers at Watts hall in Thomaston n. H is visiting for a few days at Housekeeping." and "Good Cookery They have developed a unique , Maurice Pendleton of Sailors' i The Harmoniou, Blacksmith^
peccable technique, while enchant
Mrs. Laura Hastings had as re
during August, was a schoolmate of the home of Mrs. Charles Wooster. from Quillcote" containing more method by which eggs and young Snug Harbor, N Y„ is guest of his The gin with the flaxen hair. Debussy ing his hearers with the “atmos
cent dinner guests. Mrs. Ada Lucas,
phere"
Imbuing
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own
composi

Spencer ^rar^
A. Raymond Carter, superinten- dishes from the same source.
furnish them food. The cormorants !
Mrs Adria Babbidge and , song in the iNight
saiaedo
Mrs. Alida Fossett, Mrs. Zena Nel
i
land?
Two Fantasies on Favorite FolkManville is playing during July in dfnt oj
pubHc schools in Gar• . . .
tions and those of other modern
apparently look up to the gulls as 1 ??'
.
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tunes
Bairedo writers. He gave as encores "Two son of Union. Mrs. Emma Norwood
nllly^yed^?D Appleton-Century Company „ , ,
„
Mr and Mrs. O A Dexter. Mrs [ Jolly Piper
of Warren. Miss Laura Robbins and
Short Stories in Music—Night Ann FYench.
the New York production of ’’Kind harfes s Gardner ’ Mr“ Carter £*/uWish.this fall the remini- watchmen of the bird colonies. So ( Arthur Fielding, and A. G. DennLs ; Trsipsin thru Arkansaw
Breeze, and Behind the Barracks'
the gulls apparently appreciating of Miami Beach, were weekend Ave Mnr!a Mr Sal»‘do
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Meservey
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”
• en- I £n‘ v
u
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author
ofh '' Mrs.
^endly
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High S ' scences
W**s oforthetne
Cabba
^ Pa*
and this trust, take advantage of it by guests at the "Evergreens."
Mist Davis'. Mr Salzedo, Mr Balakovle —these by request.
were in Portland recently to visit
The rendition of the Bach- relatives.
Mrs. Nina Grauer and Mrs John | ££“t.*n BJ^psody
Lhotka
joy . picnic supper Friday at 6
! other favorites of American fiction rising suddenl}’ in the air scream
Spanish Gance
DeFalla-Kretsler ' rn,,nzvj
Ave Maria" will linger
Sarasate 1 Gounod
Mrs. Albert Heath was greatly
readers. It will be “The Inky Way: ing calls of fear—giving a false Hutchinson are patients at the Oips? Airs.
oclock at Lhe home cf Mrs Lura
long in memory—utterly beautiful surprised Wednesday night when
Community Hospital as the result
Mr Balokovic
Libby. Each is asked to take her >ear!*
A Literary Autobiography." by Alice alarm as it were.
tf injuries received in an automoThe heaviest part of the program In the combination of violin, voice nine relatives and friends arrived
own dishes, and if not solicited,
Capt. John Robbins of the yacht Hegan Rice.
Invariably the cormorants rise j bile accident Sunday.
was the Chausson number, new and harp, Imbued with reverence to pass the evening. Lhe occasion
take sandwiches.
I Riptide of the Boston Yacht Club
MissCalif
Margaret
of Pasa- pprobably
the ggreater
portion and feeling. It seemed almost a being in honor of Mrs Heath's 67th
Mr. and Mrs John B Paulsen and fleet spent Tuesday at his home
Newspaper Typography I Up frOm their neVS aI:er the guUs , dena
and Barnard
MUxVlJv-wins*
fob?bly to the
"ater *
born sacrilege tp applaud at its close, birthday. In the party were Mr.
and that, the audience felt this was and Mrs. Archie Huntley. Oeorgia
awarded the F Wayland Ayer Cup | thieves dart down at the unpro- 'of Miss Maxine Brown.
~
music at the Paris Conser- indicated by the reverent hush Heal, Mrs. Abbie Heal. Mr. and Mrs.
i bor
to the New York Times for the tected nests, seizing an egg or a
,Mrs Edith Lermond is visiting vatolre.
Charles Dailey of Camden, Doris
pupil there of Mas- which held at the end.
Phyllis
Flavin of West Paris -bird t-me Second honorable men--------------chick before the relatives
and friends in Portland
Mr Balokovic whose magnificent Heal of Belfast. John Dunbar and
Biiext for
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toecona nonoraoie men young cormorant
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week of
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playing of last Summer at the Gar daughter Lena cf West Rockport.
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. < positions of which there ate many
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was awarded The Christian Science parent birds are able to get back
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concerto
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Miss Betty Greenlaw and Marwas rapturously greeted, and ente ed to Mrs. Heath.
Other
Now every Summer finds the and Mrs John S Campbell.
me concerto was nooiy penormea. again his glowing art laid its spell
I shall Stabury of Yarmouth were than 50.000 circulation.
Mrs. Cyrus Bennett and infant
with
th«
Quartet
forming
a
back

12 Knox St., Thomaston ' weekend guests of Mr. and Mr*, papers in this select group are the , ormorants more widely distributed h1“rh a"d “,rsDW1tlam A
i ground of organ-like richness to upon his hearers. Tne DtFall- daughter are being cared for at
the home of Mrs. Rufus Bunker in
i Gordon Greenlaw.
Philadelphia Inquirer, which re.
....
.
,
burgh. Jr., of Poughkeepsne, N. Y„
Estate Circulating Heater (good
Mrs Maynard Clough of Alfre'd ! celved flrst and the New York
° 8 th coast' Althou8h their | are occupying the Rolerson cottage the virile playing of Mr. Balakovic Kreisler number seemed to make Union.
the greatest appeal, although one
as new), sacrifice; sleigh back bed;
Mrs Clifton O'Neil of Rockland
is visiting Mrs. Fred Snow at Bal- Herald Tribune, which received ortginal breeding places were on
I**’ Megunticook this week,
felt the poignancy and dark color
iron bed; complete bedroom set;
lard Park
third. The Ayer Cup goes to the the east coast they have now
Miss Ruth Crooker of Medford is
of the Croatian Rhapsody with its was a caller Thursday at the home
9x12 Axminster rug (brown); stair
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Snyder of paper adjudged best in the exhi- come as far west as Casco Bay where ^g st^thC0U6lnS’
and
echoes from hls native land. The of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Pred
carpets (two); kitchen chairs;
GR APHK S
Sarasate number was splendidly Merrifield. Corp. James Smith of
Bangor were weekend guests of her biuon regardless of circulation or ;here are a number of nesting coloMri and Mrs. S. C. Ordway. Mr.
rocking chairs; scatter rugs; din
played. the haunting melodies over Rockland who is training at Port
ing tables; miscellaneous articles.
brother-in-law and sister Mr. and °-ma
, , , ,
i nies. Nest building is rather a and Mrs. Archie Paradis, and Miss
Williams. Portland was guest Fri
laid with the dash and dramatic day at the Merrifield home.
Must be sold by Wednesday night.
Mrs. Irvin Cain.
John Ford haj
appointed by ' sketchy affair. Rockweed or kelp Marion Paradis of South Paris
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THEATRE
r
Alb'H Rh??.S' I 2°'h Century -Fox to direct the mo- is commonly used as the base while
VtoriPH' crone'5 °f
warden
Tel 2ST
daughter Judith Mrs. Mayme Car- tjon picture of Richard Llewellyn's
roll with Mr and Mrs. William Wil- i n0Vei, 'How Green Was My Valley." the remainder of the structure is | The comedy My Favorite Wife"
built up of sticks, weed stalks and u'ith Irene Dunne and Cary Grant,
hams and son Jack spent the week....
WED.-THURS.- FRI.
. end at Lake Megunticook.
j Frank Merriwell. whose boyhood other fine material. The nest is usu- “s P a-vm8 Wednesday. Thursday
IRENE DUNN. CARV GRANT
REAL ESTATE SPECIALS
The young people of the Baptist adventures once thrilled millions of
Nightly at 8.00
In
Church will enjoy a picnic Friday t readers, will reappear as an older grass. Undoubtedly many of these visible Stripes" with George Raft
I have several Houses and Farms at
ALL THIS WEEK
at Sandy Shores.
and wiser man in a new book to nesting colonies will eventually be- and William Holden,
“My Favorite Wife”
Very Reasonable Prices
Matinee Saturday, July 27
Russell Staples. Ernest Crockett, be published by the Alliance Book
----with
Walter Richards. Roland Richards. Corporation. As Burt L. Stand- come breeding places as well.
Lakewood Players present
If
you
ever
want
a Home, don’t miss seeing these
They are voracious birds and | variably catch it when it comes
Randolph Scott, Gail Patrick
Fred Achorn and Clarence Colla ish. Mr. Patten has written sev
Allen Boretz's Farce Comedy
at once
more spent the weekend in Boston eral hundred volumes on Frank feed exclusively on fish, although down.
Funnier than "Room Service”
attending the ball game Sunday. and Dick Merriwell which have they do little damage to the fish- [ These are exactly the same birds
Termii ran be arranged on some of them.
TONITE
Miss Mary Veazie is having a sold over 125.000.000 copies in the
283 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND. ME.
TEL, 1154 OR 330
vacation from her duties at the past two decades. He has recently erles. In fact many hold the view ' that are trained in China to fish
FOSS HOUSE. 77 PARK STREET
GEORGE RAFT, JANE BRI AN
office ot Register of Probate and contracted with Alliance for a that in eating large numbers of [ for their owners. A small rubber
81T&fitf
In
with her guest Miss Charlotte Fay, modern novel dealing with Merri- cunners and sculplns both of which 1 ring snapped around their necks
went
Saturday
to
Deer
Isle
to
well's
adult
experiences
in
a
world
with
forms are detrimental to other fish prevents them from swallowing
“Invisible Stripes”
spend a week at the Fay cottage at of strife and disillusionment and life they more than compensate I the piscatorial prizes they bring
JOYCE AKLING
Sylvester's
Cove.
expects to finish the book at his
ALBERT HACKETT
SHORT SUBJECTS’ DAY
Miss Roberta Holbrook has been nome in Camden. Me., in time for for any damage they do to the more up from the depths. It is entirely
LOUISE CAMPBELL
valuable flounders and herring they due to the tireless work of the NaIIIG CASH NITE, $180.00
; elected as departmental teacher in early fall publication.
GRANT MILLS
• • • •
! the 5th, 6th. 7th and 8th grades,
tional Association of Audubon SoAll Seats 75c and $1.10 i teaching the subjects of history, Research at the University of may eat.
They do not take their quarry cieties in maintaining sanctuaries
lax included
geography and spelling. Miss Hol- Chicago reveals that most retard
brook is the daughter of Mr. and ! ed readers are left-eyed, meaning by diving when on the wing but and paying wardens to protert
LAKEWOOD
Mrs. Fred Holbrook, a graduate of that their left eye dominates in pursue it by swimming and diving I these nesting birds that is respon
DRAMA FESTIVAL
Rockport High School and of Gor focussing.
ding their wings to make rapid j sible for their almost incredible
Beginning Monday, July 29
• • • •
ham Normal 1940
progress under water. They can ' increase —Alfred O. Elden in BanMatinee Saturday, August 3
The Associated Press reports descend to great depths. There is gor Commercial
HOT
Maxwell Anderson’s
that Margaret Wilson, daughter of
MATINICUS
Woodrow Wilson, for the past two a record of an English cormorant
Friends and relatives to the num
being taken from a crab-pot 120
Get a loan In cold cashber of 15 gathered Thursday to ob years has been in a religious colony feet under water. If they get a
125 to $250 or more.
It’s simple.
All you need
serve the 18th birthday of Miss Isa in Bondicherry, India, as a follower
Tuesday and Wednesday
Is the ability to make con
bel A Ames, the celebration tak of the Brahmin leader, Sri Aurobin- fish at an awkward angle to swal
venient
monthly
payments.
ing the form of a lawn party at do. Another phase of Miss Wilson's low they will toss it in air and inWrite in or phone today!
with
life figures in a book which Apple
"Aunt
Belle's.
"
Miss
Ames
is
the
Charges 3% on Unpaid Month
ANN MASON
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lavon ton-Century are to publish in Sep
ly balance up to $150. 2’/i%
VINCENT PRICE
Monthly on Balance above.
Ames and a student cf Vinalha tember. The volume is “I Played panying Margaret Wilson on her
Seals 55c. 75c, $1.10, S1.65 tax incl.
singing
tour
for
the
soldiers
in
the
Their
Accompaniments"
by
Eliza

Small Loan Statute License 1
ven High School. The hostess and
Vtevwo
V. IOI A PiinMinne LOAN ill FHf
SEASON TI( KETS FOR
guests had a delightful time play beth Ross David, and some of the World War and at the time of
REDUCED PRICES
ing games and partaking of dain chapters tell of Mrs. David and President Wilson's visit to the
Ai?£ YOUNG
'PviAonol
her husband. Ross David accom- Peace Conference.
ties.
yVHEN that question
steering are a menace to

A FINE KNOX COUNTY TOWN

THOMASTON

CAMDEN

CAMDEN'S NOTABLE CONCERT

Brilliant Artists Heard At Opera House
—Red Cross, Hospital, Nurses To Benefit

OUR
GRANGE CORNER

Friends With Gulls

Our
Book
Corner

ROCKPORT

COMIQUt

V. F. STUDLEY

“THE HARD
WAY”

COLD CASH
for

days

“ELIZABETH
THE QUEEN”

Y STEERING

Safe?

witfc GENE LOCKHART
Grant Mitchell • Hcnr> Armetta

TICKETS NOW ON SALE AT

WEDNESDAY- THURSDAY

it

OUR TOWN

99

with

FRANK CRAVEN, MARTHA SCOTT, FAY BAINTER
A love affair which was talked about all over a small
New Hampshire town
NOW

PLAYING

Strand

MCDONALD’S DRUG STORE, THOMASTON
For all performances of the series of four plays by the

PINE TREE STAGERS

T

Thursday

Mil«-a-Minut« Marriag* •»
Miss With a Million!

NOTICE!

—AT—

Plus Tally-Ho, $25.

with

Ernest Eaw Johnson, Managing Director

TODAY

Singly or Subscriptions

JAMES DUNN in
•SON OF THE NAVY”

Shows:

FRIDAYS, at 8 p. ir„ AUG. 9,16,23,30
Single Tickets 40c, and 45c, plus tax
Subscription, four plays, $1.50 and $1.75, plus tax

7ft. 81

[R0S5-[0UMTRY

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON

Matinee 2. Evening 6.45, 8.45.
Continuous Saturday 2.15-10.45
Sunday Matinee 3 o’clock

6uoro$rtw</ hr GOOD WOUSEKHFIM®
os odverfisod theroin

tm RAYMOND *■»« BARRIE

“UNTAMED”
in technicolor
RAY MILLAND, AKIM TAMIROFF

FINANCE CO.

2nd. Floor, Kresfe
Bldg., Km. 201, 241
Wnter Street, Au
gusta. Maine. Tel.
1155.

In areordance with Governor
Barrows' proclamation of June 14,
1940, railing for registration ot all
aliens in the State, we, the under
signed request that all such aliens
living in Rockland, appear at the
Assessors’ office at once for regis
tration.
(Signed)
A. J. Bird.
Willis I. Ayer,
Tyler M. Coombs,
77tf
Board of Assessors.

flashes through
your mind— don’t ig
nore it!
A ear that’s
stepping along 40 to 80
miles an hour must be
under perfect control.
Steering gear must be
in first class condition;
axles must be straight;
wheels must spin
true.
Common misalinement troubles such
as shimmy, wander,
weave and hard

safety and driving com*
fort. Be sure your steering IS SAFE! Proper
alincment is your belt
assurance.
Our Bear System of Alinement corrects all misalinement troubles quick
ly and correctly. Drive
in today for a FREE
alincment check-up.

Have year
wheels Bear-a
lined and be
safe!

DREWETTS GARAGE & BODY SHOP
WARREN, MAINE
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Perry Rich and son, Bud, are
Mrs. Sibyl Batterson of Milford.
guests of Perry's parents, Mr and N H„ and John L. Karstck of
Mrs. J. Prank Rich, on their Glen Nashua N H were guests over thc
weekend of Mr. and Mrs. T. C. I
Cove farm, Oak street.
Pemaquid Chapter Enter
Stone.
tains At yOven’s Mouth”
L. W. Wallace and A R Braison
of .Massachusetts were recent
Miss Florence Dean cf Boston, is
Boothbay—Local
guests at Thompson’s Highland spending two weeks' vacation with
Representatives
Inn,
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Pred
Mr and Mrs. George Bridges and
Mr. and Mrs. Walter C. Ladd
Dean, Shaw avenue.
Pemaquid Chapter D.A.R. ob
son Leroy of Tilton. N. H„ were j and Mr. and Mrs. William W. Spear
Mrs. Thomas Stone and daughter
■"
<
served field day by a meeting held
weekend guests of Mrs. Clayton' were at Casco over the weekend, Janet, motored to Cornish yesterday
Mrs. Bernice Jackscn. department
at the home of Mrs. D. Paul Bur
McMahon. Main street, and Mr. and j at the Summer home of Mr. and to spend a few days with relatives, prc
’ident 'of Ladles of G.A.R. and
leigh Conkling, Oven's Mouth,”
Mrs. Leroy McMahon, South Main; Mrs. H. Nelson McDougall,
Mr. Stone meantime, attending a Mrs. Minnie Smith, department
Boothbay, Saturday.
street.
I
-------telephone managers meeting in press correspondent, were recent
By K. S. F.
Miss Margaret McIlroy of Lew
Miss Elizabeth Snow is in Wolfe- Portland.
guests of Mrs. Annie Silke, depart- ,
iston, State Regent. Miss Carmeta
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Gray an ■ boro, N. H., counselor at a girls’
ment secretary In Bangor.
Appleby, State President Children
nounce the engagement of their I camp.
Dr Harold Pillsbury and family
And so the public is described of the American Revolution, Mrs.
daughter, Gladys L. to Roger E.
of Baltimore, are occupying the
by one writer as the thick-skinned Herbert E. Foster of Winthrop and
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald O. Lord and
Vose. son of Mrs. Ethel Vose. The
Miss Barbara Caldwell of Au Feeney cottage at Ingraham Hill.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon O. Giles spent
mastedon who ambles along and Sotuh Bristol. State Recording Sec
wedding will take place in August. gusta was Miss Eleanor Bird's
Sunday at the Royal Ambassador
takes the kicks, and never knows retary and Mrs. H. P. Blodgett of
D’puty Sheriff and Mrs. Ernest Beys’ Camp Ocean Park, where
guest over the weekend at Dyna
what lt wants until it gets what is Rockland. State Historian of the
Oray ‘pent the weekend in Houl their sons Ronald Lord, Jr. and
Private Howard C. McMahon of mite Beach.
coming. Another adds this slam, D.A.R. made brief .remarks.
Fort Williams, Portland, passed the
ton stopping cn the way home for Richard Giles' are enrolled.
"Once the public gets the idea they
Miss McIlroy called attention to
weekend with Mrs. McMahon, Main
a
short
time
in
Calais.
They
also
Miss Ethelyn Harvey and brother.
I are expected to improve, educate, the fact that the D.A.R. Society ls
street.
“
visited
Port
Knox.
Roger Harvey as chauffeur were
or uplift, they will run miles away,” in better favor now than it was
The new State of Maine Society
in Skowhegan Sunday on business.
I Does anyone have to stand up and a few years ago due to the national
held
a
party
in
Washington.
D.
C..
Rev. and Mrs. P S. Collins, who
Maurice Kirscnner of Boston was
take this? This writer thinks not. sentiment ln favor of greater sup
Mrs. Cleveland Harvey, Mrs. the weekend guest of his fiancee. I last week with Theodore Seamon of
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
but wonders.
port for firm military and naval
I Lewiston presiding.
Tlie tables
W. R. Stewart, Union street, have Marcellus Condon and Mrs. Clar Miss Florence Dean.
• • • •
defense and of awareness that the
were decorated with pine, the 100
returned to their home In Crom ence Thompson motored to Canaan
Mrs. Charles M. Kalloch. 48 Masonic street, gave a dinner luncheon in
These are words of wisdom from public safety must be protected
well, Conn.
Mr. ard Mrs. Leon Moody and members and guests sang Maine honor of Miss Nancy Adams of Dubuque. Iowa. Guests were, left to
over the weekend on business.
family of Harpswell, were guests songs, and it was voted to hold right: Jane Perry. Marie Berry, Nancy Adams hostess, Margaret Richard the wise Herbert: "If any speak ill against plotters from within. The
j another party soon with lobster or
of thee, fly home to thy own con D A.R.'s have long had a commit
Miss Sylvia Webster, who ls Sunday of Mrs. R. W. Harmon.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald L. Kelsey
I baked beans featured on the menu. son.—Blackinton Photo.
science and examine thy heart. Tf tee on National Defense through
and son Donald Jr.. Mr. and Mrs. training at Queen's Hospital ln
thou art guilty, it is a just correc Patriotic Education.
Rug Club was entertained Friday The society was formed last Spring
Louis Cates, Jimmie and Dick, j Portland, is spending three weeks
Gen. James W. Hanson, Chief of
tion If not guilty, lt is a fair in
Cora Deane, Louise Pearson, and vacation with her parents, Mr. and by Mrs. Virginia McElwee at her i to replace cne which had languished
Stall, Maine National Guard, urged
struction."
Imogene Pearson enjoyed a Sun ' Mrs. Streeter Webster, ln South- Summer home at Friendship, Long ) several years. Vice president is
•
*
•
•
f
preparedness for what the future
day cuting at the cottage of Mr. j west Harbor. Miss Laura Sylvester Island. The beautiful farm house, ' Miss Elizabeth Hall, formerly of
furnished with rare antiques is in Dover-Foxcroft, now secretary ln
and Mrs. Melvin Thompson at ls her guest.
People divide themselves into might hold. He urged that Ameri
Ewan Lake.
a delightful spot, the members the office of the Assotlation of
three distinct classes or groups ca be prepared to act ln acordance
Mrs. Addie Rogers and daughter thoroughly enjoying the ail day Ameiican University Women. Sccand they might well be called thc with her own best Interest what
Miss Mary A. Woodside, formerly Margaret arrived Monday from two session. Beveral special guests were I retary is John Spratt of Bucksport
teachers, the searchers, and the ever they might be.
Those present from Rockland
if Rockland, and Mrs. Mildred J. weeks' visit at Greenville., being prtsent and luncheon was served. and treasurer, Joseph Ccnnolly of
doers.
| Portland.
Raymond Payson of
were Mrs. Charles A. Rose. Regent
• • • •
Scott, both of Preeport, were in called there by the death of AdelMiss Eleanor Harper and Miss ' Rockport is chairman of entertain
the city recently. They were ac- J bert G. Rogers. They were accom
The banana had its inning a: Lady Knox* Chapter, Mrs. Joshua
rempanied by Miss Ruby P. Thorn panied by Mr. and Mrs. Howard Shlrlene McKenney went Sunday ment; Miss Ruby Hutchinson of
the Perry Markets last week and N. Southard and Mrs. Hattie
Auburn,
membership,
and
Mrs.
dike, who was a guest of her sister, | Rogers and daughters Elaine and to Rumney, N H to remain a week
Davies.
Lac'y Knox Chapter, D A.R.., Jordan Parker's Co., from May 8 to what one can do with that fruit
I Frances Dustin, publicity.
at thc Baptist Bible Conference.
Mrs. Ralph B. Feyler a ttw days. i Charlene of Bath.
is astonishing. Bananas as !s are
Rockland, is honored ln having en17‘ 1781
Mrs. Bert S Oregory and Miss
,, .
...
Tiie second grand-daughter is good- and as for banana biead,
Gladys Spear, with Bernard An
ro.lcd among Its members at the Mrs E;zabeth s gmith-Sellers of that certainly is tops.
•
•
•
•
drews as driver, went to East Wa
present time two grand-daughters Detr is]e National No. 215,092.
And isr." is something again to terboro Wednesday, taking ten
of the American Revolution. One granted her Oet. 5, 1925 Her early
ts Miss Cora Etta Perry. National married life was ‘pent ln the home get across tlie Main street these year-old Nancy Gregory to Camp
No 293,241. granted her Dec. 17, 1935. of her parents on tho "Oid Smith days and ate residents happy about Laughing Loon for the remaining
live weeks of the season.
She is a daughter of Oliver H Place." Mcuntalnville, a precinct tt. They are!
• • ♦ ♦
Perry and Eliza B Cooper. Hcr of Deer Isle Town. The lioue is
Mrs Maynard Jackson of South
Who can supply the name of the
grandfather. Joseph Perry, was born standing today and may be seen on
ln Marshfield Mass, Nov. 21. 1760. the left before reaching tin read first pastor ln the Penobscot Bay Thomaston was the guest Monday
and died in South Thomaston. Jan •
p•eviou.slv ■ town of Rockland, called at first of Mrs. Elvie Curtis, 25 Purchase
18 1853. He enlisted at Georgetown tidal bart. She now resides in her The Shore Village and East Thom street.
In a company of men raised ln Lin- own home at the exstern end of aston. Thomaston was Incorporated
Miss Eileen Beach and Miss Eloise
coin Ccunty to march to Providence. Stonington, on High street.
in 1777. In 1784 there was a great
R. I to reinforce Col Wade and
Hu- r. u,.ut :m u •, aneeatei vai rel.gious revival aroused by Rev. laiw entertained, Saturday night at
X’
Col. Jacob's regiments, as returned David Smith, born in New. Hamp- Isaac Case. Rockland s first meet an Informal barn dance at the latI by Brig. Gen. Charles Cushing, dat- shite, about 1760 He enlisted at the ing house, according to one his | ler's home on Talbot avenue. Danc
ed Pownalborough. Aug. 20. 1778 age ol 16 under Gen. Cilley; was in torian was not built until 1820 and ing and games and the serving of
i He enlisted in Col. Samuel McCobb's the Battle cf Benr.ingtcn and was Rockland was nqt incorporated un I refre'hments filled out a wellrounded evening. A grand time was
j bt Lincoln County Regiment and wounded at Bemis Heights, neai til 1850.
had by all present, who were the
' was discharged Dec. 8. 1783. under Saratoga, N. Y He was a pens'.on• • • •
Brig. Gen. Peleg Wadsworth at the er while living in Hancock County.
The writer recently visited Fort Misses Jean Calderwood, Dcrothy
Eastward. He was also ln Capt. i in 1836
Weston on the picturesque banks Trask. Ruth Graves. Peggy Havener,
William East. Phillip French,
of the Kennebec in Augusta. This and
Bradword Ames. Douglas Cooper,
Mrs Edson Spear.and Miss Daurice
The Woman's Auxiliary of St fort was completed in 1754; al Guido Fiore. John Munsey, Miles
Tolman has returned from a re- Peter's Church will hold a cooked though 186 years ls a long period (o Sawyer and Ernest Dondis. and his
cent vacation visit at Bar Harbor food sale Saturday afternoon at the star.d. it is still well preserved. The i ,ousln z,|d# Kkotnlck of Crestwood,
with Mr. and Mrs. S. P. Wadsworth. Senter Crane Store. The com place Is worthy o more care and , N Y who
a
ia,
11 linocc Innlv
,I
mittee in' charge comprises Mrs ol/iO
cleanliness
than iisr- given itit and
Miss Amanda Wood is home from Walter C. Ladd. Mrs Frank Hard needs more supervision than the
Alfred Greenlaw was home from
one person employed ls able to New Britain. Conn., over the week
Boston on her Summer vacation. ing and Mrs. K A. Rice.
give.
end.
••••
Dr. and Mrs Benjamin P Browne
Miss Ola E. Winslow of the
The upright man is a man ol
Goucher College staff. Baltimore, and family arrived at their cottage
Mr and Mrs Fred C. Green are
was a guest at the weekend of Miss Ccoper's Beach. Monday finding a God and has within him a kind of cutting short their vacation In
We've gone the limit in slashing prices for this event—
Lillian Baker. She ls visiting in real New England supper waiting real divinity that comes drect from Thomaston, and will return to Bos
Brunswick before returning home ' them, prepared by devoted friends his Lord and Master ar.d spreads ton. Mr Green, ln hts capacity as
at way below regular wholesale price. All this merchan
_____
’
| of long years.
neaven in his wake wherever lie auto editor cf the Boston Tran
hances to be.
Members of Edwin Libby Relief i
-------script. goes a week hence to Detroit
dise—brand new, desirable, and of recognized quality is
■Coips, Ruth Mayhew Tent and! Rev. Corwin H Olds and family
I • n business connected with that
combined to offer the biggest value-going event this city
Auxiliary to Union Veterans, will will join tlie Summer colony at
Momie: "How does the yeast department, and will be accompan | join in giving a farewell party Tues- Crescent Beach for the month of know where to go?”
| ied by hls wife.
has seen in months.
j day night for Mrs. Eliza Plummer. August.
"It Just goes yeast I guess and
| who is moving to Roxbury. Mass.,
then its there."
Mrs Bert S Oregory and daugh• • • •
to make her heme. The meeting
‘er Nancy and Miss Gladys Spear of
Mrs Mary T. Winslcw of Engle
[ place is O A R. hall, the time 7 30. wood. N J., ls the guest ol Mr. and
Once it was "dude ranches.' Now Glen Ccvc were recent guests of
Mrs. H. W. Thorndike. Masonic it's "dude cruises" that are attract Mrs Oreenry's sister Mrs. Walter
Mrs. E. C. Kenniston who has street.
ing increasing numbers of vaca York in Caratunk, going to attend
ENTIRE STOCK OF
been visitirg at her former home
ON ALL
tionists who have a fondness tor uneral services for Mr York's 90| in this city, has returned to West
the sea and life on the ocean vear-old grandmother, who had
MISSES’
Merton
Barstow
ard
family
of
Campton. N. II.
made her home with them since
waves.
Reading. Mass., are spending two
heir marriage.
• • • •
SPRING-SUMMER
WOMEN’S
Miss Carrie Tarbell a professor weeks at the Gould cottage at Homing wings bring birds
on the staff of Gordon College is a Pleasant Beach.
Miss Mari" Berry gave a going
ON BOTH SPORT AND DRESS STYLES
Swift through alr ways traveling.
Assortment Large, Styles Newest
i guest this week of Rev. and Mrs.
iway party Friday at Megunticook
Printing
lines
of
grey
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick F. HufA Dress Sale You've Been Waiting For
Charles A. Marstaller.
I ake, fcr Miss Marion Carter, who
nagtl and daughter Ann have re- Across the cloudless way.
Values
to
$18.50
and
$22.50
TWO
PRICES
is leaving soon to make hcr home in
THESE DRESSES HAVE SOLD FOR
Miss Gertrude Weatherby of iuined
Mt. Vernon N. Y. after Flutiering into the tree tops
Avgusta. Swimming and boating
$5.00 to $14.95—OUT THEY OO!
( Berkeley. Calif., was a weekend ,hrpe weeks M^nt al their cainp at Chattering in huge flocks;
were high lights of the af'emcon,
Lite
would
lose
its
ecstasy
, guest ci her cousin, Mrs. Fred ^sh Point.
vpper being cooked on an open
Values Unheard of Before
With birds deprived of melody.
grill. The guests wee Vi'.trice
Leach. She was accompanied bv|
-------AND
K.
8.
F.
I Miss Florence Horton, also of Berke- i Mrs. Everett K. Mills has returned
Hayes. Elaine Achorn. Sylvia Ciir.sCome Early For the Best Choice
• • • •
from a week's visit in Cape Cot
!ey.
tefferson, Betty O'Brien, Jean
AND
Automotive
industries
magazine
tage as guest of Mrs. Charles G
Horne, Carol Ann Wolcott. Nancy
Reefe rs—Box Coats—White
has this estimate: The dollar Adams of Dubuque. Iowa. Betty
Daughters of Ruth Mayhew Tent Hewett.
volume of new passenger car regis Mav of Cleveland. Ohio. Barbara
j ind husbands, held an cuting SunWhites—High Shades—Dark Colors—Sheers
Coats—Toppers
The Scribblers' Club will meet trations at $990.600 030 is a sum Bickford cf New York and Camden,
’ lay at the Blake farm ln Rockport.
| A temfttir.g dinner of chicken and next Monday at 2.30. with Mrs. sufficient to build 50 battleships.
Joan Perry and three house guests
and New Prints
• • • •
trawberry shortcakes as important Donald Karl. 50 Granite street.
of Camden. Cynthia, "Patty' and
Limited Sizes
Sizes 11 to 17—12 to 50
Did you ever see a mother loon 'Bubbles Rich of Camden. Aimee
courses, was served by Mrs. Eliza
beth Crockett. Flags were used for
Mr. and Mrs. James Porter of carrying her young? They cam Kad av.d Joyce Cumming of Rcck| decoration about the room and there Andover. N. B were weekend guests their young birds about on their 'and and Batbara Snow of Miami,
STORE CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY
vere small flag place cards. A hike of Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike. backs for a few days after they Fla , were unable to attend. The
come from the shell, to gw them trip wa« made by truck, with cheers
was made to the lookout, where a
To Enable Us To Mark Down All Merchandise
i beautiful panorama was admired,
Mrs. Elmer S Bird was hostess, used to the air and the wirg mo and singing "aplenty" along the
| the Islands and the White Moun with her car, fcr an afternoon ride tion they must use to stick on route.
OPEN THURSDAY MORNING 9.00 O’CLOCK
Hand Bags. Assortment of
tains being plainly seen. Patriotic for members cf the Dorcas Club mother s back and thus they learn
■ongs were sung by Mrs. Jennie Pie- Monday, Visiting the Bird camp at to fly.
colors; values to $2.98
• • • •
| treski and Mrs Maude Cables, with West Rockport, then on to the Bird
Full Fashion
WHILE THEY LAST
Mrs. Stella McRae as accompanist Memorial in Appleton; next around
One editor asked his readers to
Pure Silk Hose
The pleasant day was enjoyed by the beautiful Liberty Lake and on contribute their
thoughts on
SILK DRESSES
I about 30 members and guests, the to Belfast and Camden for a short Books that have helped most in
Values to 79c
| hospitality and excellent dinner stop and home. Never was the life.” One reply came thus: "My
Sheers-—All Colors—Values to $12.95
Get Here Early
| bringing forth much favorable com- country side more lovely than this father's check book and my
' ment.
niid-Summer day.
‘
mother's cook book."

A LUNCHEON FOR FOUR

OCl ETY.

D. A. R. Field Day ‘

This And That

TWO IN THE_LOCALCHAPTER

Cora Perry and Mrs. Smith-Sellers
Granddaughters of American Revolution

THURSDAY,JULY 25th
GREATEST SELLING
EVENT IN ROCKLAND
AT PRICES THAT CALL FOR
QUICK ACTION

on Coats - Dresses
Hats = Accessories
«

SMASHING BARGAIN OPPORTUNITY!

PRICES DIVE TO AN ALL TIME LOW!

Silk Dresses

COATS
S5

$587

$067

3

$7

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

$1OO

47c

37/

SILK SLIPS, some in SATIN. Values to $2.98............................................................................... ®7
SILK AND COTTON BLOUSES. Values $1.00................................................................................57
SWEATERS AND BLOUSES—a large assortment. Values to $2.98 .................................. 87 and $1.37
COTTON DRESSES, some in values to $1.98................................................................................. ®7
CORSETS AND FOUNDATIONS—all well known makes....................................... 20 percent Discount

NEWS FROM THE BREAKWATER

♦ • • •

ALL BATHING SUITS—Wools—Lastex—Dressmakers....................................... 30 percent Discount
ODDS AND ENDS IN BEACHWEAR............................................................................................. 50
NORTHMONT HOSIERY—One Day Only....... . ............................................................................. 67
HUNDREDS OF

ONE RACK DRESSES
New Colors!

COTTON FROCKS

New Prints!

I or Now and For Fall
Values to $10.95

$2°°
ALL SALES FINAL
NO CHARGE SALES!
NO REFUNDS! NO MEMOS!
Money or Check

Must Accompany
All Mail Orders

Values to $5.95

$

I” *2
Sites to 56
COME EARLY

37

BEACH WEAR
$1.00 Shorts,

47c

Slack Suits, val. 1.95, 87c
Halter and Visor,

19g

Cullotte Dresses,
2.98 value,

57c

CUTLEB'S

NEW SUMMER
COTTON DRESSES
Sizes to 52
VALUES TO $2.98

87/
NOW IS THE TIME

k

FOLLOW US AND SAVE MONEY
369 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.

TO STOCK UP

FOR FUTURE NEEDS

Shop Early for Best Choice

The
Commerce
Department
figures place Latvian assets in this
country at $4.000,(KO; Estonia's at
$320,000; Lithuania, $240,000; and
America's investments in these
little nations at about $3,400,000

By Pauline Ricker

The largest dance of the season Mr. and Mrs. Laurence Falls, Mrs ]
was held Saturday evening. Among Dana Jackson and Christopher
Jackson. Winners of 'he Kicker’s
those with table reservations were tournament were Major A. D. Wi 
Mr. and Mrs. Ouy Murchie, Mrs. liams, Howard Shore, Charles
Thomas Berry, Mr. and Mrs. Wil Nodder and Laurence Falls.
liam E. Farnham, Joseph Young.
Mr. otic! Mrs. William Collins en
Mr. and Mrs. Laurence Falls, Mr tertained at supper Saturday eve
and Mrs. Earle Anderson, Mr. and ning, Mis. Andrew McBurney, Mr.
Mrs. M. J. Budlong, Mr. and Mrs.) and Mrs. J. Scott Fowie Mio. WilP. Compton Miller. Mr. and Mrs A. liam Peace.
C. Peiper, Mrs. Estella Ficks, Miss
Arrivals include Mrs Charles W.
Margaret Neville, Mr. and Mrs. Baker, Miss Dorothy Chandler, New
Joseph Corshanowltz, Mr and Mrs. York; John Y. Robbin,, Chandler
Charles Nodder. Winners of the Robbins, Montclair, N J: Mr. and
favor dance were Mr. and Mrs.1 Mrs. J. Edward Johnston, Miss
Nicholas Ludwig, Miss Jane Scott Mathilde
Johnston,
Baltimore;
and Maughn Gould.
Miss Victoria C. McKee, Brooklyn
Putting tournament winners were Joseph Gershanowitz.

And Australia has at last sent
to America foe machines for pro
ducing smoker's pipes.
,
• • • ♦
"Daddy, what is a traitor in poli
tics?”
'■Why. he is a man who leaves
oui* party and goes to the other
side."
"What is a man called if he
leaves the other party and comes
to your party? ■
"Oh, he ls a convert, my boy."
• • • •
Here comes another novelist of
note to these shores for succor.
Thus ls Sigrid Undset who fled
from Norway after the invasion by
the German hordes. One wonders
if these numerous writers will find
new subjects for their efforts in
literature here.
• • • ♦

Poor old Yugoslavia's luck is
still not too good. The severe win
ter came and then the Spring floods
did serious damage to the scanty
crops so sadly needed.
* • • *
America, home of delights for
women. Think of it, women! Por
tugal has banned even the impor
tation of all toilet articles and most
of their factories are closed except
for dire needs.

E. & M’s
“Ribbonette”
ICE CREAM
• NEW
• DELICIOUS
• DIFFERENT
Through E. & M.'s de-

licious Vanilla Ice Cream

we force under pressure

Ribbons of Chocolate,
Strawberry or
Pineapple
Ask your dealer for it
Today
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What Did They Mean?
Redman Wants Sewall
and Sleeper To Explain
Alleged Remarks

ByS|NESS OUTLOOK “SPOTTY”

Every-Other-Day

”

NIKKI IS HAVING FINE TIME

Pres. Wyman Tells Augusta Kiwanians
How Matters Shape Up In Maine

25 YEARS AGO
A review from The Courier-Gaiette of happenings which interested

The Preacher Says
By Kenneth H. Cassens
Recent news concerning ont of
America's mort ardent anti-Semites
recalls to mind an experience of a
year ago Without desiring it, I

Tlie special investigating commit-1
Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1914
tee of the Legislature has been re
quested by Pulton J. Redman.
Drmccratic gubernatorial candi
The business outlook in Maine I to "get our people to buy what we |
’one of James Dondis' children and Miss Hazel B Hanson, both'™ continually receiving through
date. to call Senate President Sum
suffered a badly cut wrist falling of Washington.
; the mail, material from this man's
ner Sewall of Bath. Republican for the coming Summer. FaU and make." We never got much profit ;
trade anyway he said.
j
candidate for Governor, and State Winter was seen as a “pretty spotty fr°*
on a broken bottle.
Rockport. July 10. John W. Buz- pres5es ln Kansas; and after sevRepresentative Cleveland Sleeper, affair, by Walter S. Wyman, presi- I business
not as good as last
Charles Caruso was home from zell and Ernestine Gardiner.
eral requests had been ignored. I
Jr., of Rockland to appear before
Italy, having survived a serious
Union. July 10. Ralph B. Luce
th. public hearing Tuesday and dent of the New England Public year or two years ago.” We are
succeeded in stopping the Influx
hospital
operation.
of
Washington
and
Miss
Daisy
P.
rxnlain charge* thev allegedly have Service Co- and
Central Maine running behind for the month of j
only with a sharply worded rebuke.
d reefd agafnst Redman
Po*er Co speakin« at
***“* June and July in electrical conMrs Henry W Moore fell over Pease of Appleton.
an obstruction on Willow street Jhlladelphla. June 28. Dr. H. Al- I mentioned the experience to
in » letipr tn nnnairi w Web-'Iuncheon meetink ot the Augusta ' sumption, he said, and drew from I
bt- ctusel for the committee Red- Kiwanis Club Mr Wyman predict- this an indication that fewer Sum- |
breaking one of her hips.
belt Smith of Philadelphia and some brother pastors, who said in
man set forth that he would like cd that the "whole economy of the mer people are using current "I
The tall end of a cyclone struck Miss Mabel P. Hall of Rockland.
effect. “You’d do better to pay some
the two men to tell the committee world, if civilization holds together know of many boys and girls camps '
Rockland disrupting rail service
Thomaston was about to decide attention to him!"
and
science
and
the
art
of
apply|
with
smaller
registration
this
year."
“Just what they mean."
along the Knox & Lincoln branch I whether it wanted a new Watts
The law is paying attention to
Redman asks that Senator Sewall ing it continue, is bound io he said, although the Summer busi
and doing much damage to the block with or without stores.
change
ness has picked up the last week
who initiated the demand for Red
street Railway lines. Many base
The Edward Boks had arrived at him today. First, hls wife and
The industry of the future will
"Retail sales are holding up
man's examination, tell what he
children had to seek police pro
ments were flooded.
Beauchamp Point.
meant when he referred in a Sen- not need to locate near a mine or pretty well." he said. Woolen is up
Mrs. Fannie Brewster of Rock- tection from their natural protecMr and Mrs. Herman L. Seavey
ate speech to a column recently1 some other natural resource, the
of James street celebrated their ville was one of Maine s most sue- j tor because Of his gun-toting pro
conducted by Redman in the Pert- business executive said, but if free Pine goods such as rayon have
golden wedding.
cessful farmers.
cllvities. Then the law stepped ln,
land Sunday Telegram as "a series enterprise still exists "will go where been pretty good and mills at LewUnion school children found 100
, H
•
Dr. T. E. Tibbetts had cucumbers varieties
of half-truths, untruths and mis the people have energy and brains ' iston and Brunswick are running
of wild flowers.
, with
cl*r«e 01 hls belr'« R
from his own vines for the Fourth
representation of fact."
Repre- enough to locate." Mr. Wyman said at from 70 to 80 percent of capacity,
Edwin A. Morrill, president of' columnist. Much of his printed
rentative Sleeper, according to that in the next 50 or 100 years 1 Turning to gray cotton goods
Freeman A. Stanley leased the the Rockport Ice Co., was found material was copied directly from
Redman, intimated on the floor of I the world is going to see the dim- Mr. Wyman was very pessimistic
Parrand Spear
. ,& . Co.
n storehouse
. . . dead at his home, lying on the "World Service." a German propa
the Legislature that Redman may i fnishing importance of natural re- saying he had been told that "the
opposite the foot of Rankin street. ,,
He w„s
have been "an accomplice before j sources and their replacement by J last four months have been about
Miss Annie Oreenhalgh fell on
T)le Everett homestead below ganda
»anda organ
organ ?issuing
ssulnJ from
from Erfurt.
Erfurt
the crime."
synthetically manufactured pro the worst in the history of the
a slippery walk, breaking one of Ingraham Hill, occupied by Clar- Thus is one Hriti-Semlte revealed
Sleeper had said that "perhaps ducts.
cotton goods industry in this coun
her hips.
ence jones, was burned. The house in his true colors! This man even
Redman doesn't realize he is an ac
“We import maganese ore in try." One jobber, he said, told
Willis M Hopkins bought the M | was 150 years old
boasted of being America's Dictator
complice after th? crime if he with- large quantities, but in Aroostook him that at this time when he
F. Taylor store at South Hope.
The Beverage place at Pulpit when the Nazi dream reached Its
ho.ds information, and therefore is I c0Unty tn Maine on a strip of land usuallv has an lnventorv of between
■f-Dustin Farnum. the movie star, Harbor was sold to Charles D. Nor
subject to arrest."
completion.
50 miles long and several miles j $490,000 and $500,000 he had but :
was in the city.
ton of New York.
The committee has asked Red wide manganese ore crops up in ! $16,000 and said he wished he didn/
f. Oliver Otis, editor and proprietor
Warning is served to us In time
Ralph
G.
Whitney
and
Winfield
man to give it any information he good quantities." he said. These have even that. These people are
of the Rockland Opinion died at S Brackett bought the George A. by his fati~ Watch The Man Who
may possess regarding the unsolved deposits are not as rich as those
the age of 67.
Moore store in Thomaston, to.
Against The Jew, And Suspect
1938 theft cf $35,000 from the abroad, the speaker admitted, "but "frozen with terror at world af
The new club house at Criehaven carry on a drug business.
Automobile Registry' Office at why no: put the people to work fairs," he asserted.
Him
As You, Would Suspect Beel
Mr
Wyman
saw
the
Bath
Iron
was dedicated July Fourth.
J. Edwin Shrader died in Thom
Auburn —Press Herald
zebub Himself! For the Nazi tech
The Republican City Committee aston.
Sleeper said last night he will go developing it rather than on the Works growing rapidly with large
organized with F C. Norton as
Dr. I. E. Luce moved to Augusta nique is that of Britain in the ear
“voluntarily" before a special legis dole." Turning to tin. Mr Wyman j orders on hand, three new ways
Bath
chairman and Dr. J. A. Richan as from Thomaston.
lier days: divide and rule! Make
lative committee today, which has said that at Wlr.slow there are j under construction™at the__ _____
Another
black
cat
goes
to
the
top
of
Mt.
Washington.
Perched
high
on
and a new 500 by 100 foot ,
secretary-treasurer.
Roscoe Robbins was elected men fearful of men of another
summoned Pulton J. Redman. lean deposits of tin ore and it's plant
building
under
construction
near
|
the
climber
’
s
pack
is
"Nikki.
”
mascot
of
"The
Lake
of
the
Clouds.
Her
Secretary McAdoo and two of president of the North Knox and
Democratic gubernatorial candi “Just a question of spending money Brunswick "The Keyes Fibre Co. owner is Ellis B. Jump, hut-master at the lake. Jump transports 125 pounds
President Wilson's daughters passed West Waldo Veteran Association creed or color, then step in and
date to teU what he knows about
» ««• 11 ’ouId cost dou,ble
take control under guise of "sav
through the city.
the unsolved 1938 Auburn Motor imported tin can work
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